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poseible to return below and do so.
Their rooms were flooded soon after
they bad been deserted and the steam
er floundering around in the high
seas was sinking with a rapidity that
tent terror to the hearts of officers
and crew.
While some of the seamen held
back the frantic passengers by brute
strength, others were preparing if)
lower life heats and rafts. There was;
not time to think of the comfort of
an yorte.
It was a physical impossibility for
any but the most hardened to with-
stand the meld whites turned ears and
noses white with frost and which so
benumbed feet that both passengers
and crew stumbled rather than walk-
ed to the smell omits in wheel the
were to leave the sinking ship.
Shrleke of agonized pain drowned
the roar of the brushing water. Pan-
demonium reigned supreme, but In
spite of it, the women on board, suf-
fering more inteneeky than the men.
were {eared In life boate the male
passengers and crew selecting unpro-
tweed rafts as their means of escap-
ing.
Captain eieVey remained on the
upper deck' giving directions until ev-
eryone on board aereared to have
been eared for. He ordered ail life
boats sod rafts ere Away and before
be stepped into his own boat he
stood on the upper de* a moment.
te see that his order was creecuted.
it:apt/ain't* Boat Nearly Swamped.
Then he ordered hie boat cleared
away.' Before the men had en oppor-
tunity to Iowan the tackles. the toot-
tow of the boat rested tots the tee of
the sareitig sea wisely was raging
-....1...--..essims-Mapabrearkenarst911411r4M
moment it maimed es•though the•tift
boat wouest be &ragged. down before
,(Ctoeflaged on pap
Paburab Ettning tten.




Marine Disaster off Block
Island Yesterday
CORPSES ARE BLOCKS Ole 10E.
Survhors With Frostbitten Features
and Hands and Feet, Ride
Rude Rafts,
WEARING ONLY NIGHT CLOTHES
Block Island, R. 1., Feb. 13.-The
steamer Kentucky left today for Pro-
vidence bearing ni bodies of victims
of the ill-fated steamer, Larchmont,
and 19 survivors, who arrived here in
life boats. Many of the survivors as
soon as they reach Providence will
be taken to hospitals for treatment.
All are suffering from frostbite's. All
the bodies recovered were frozen
stiff. None is identified.
Dead in Boats.
Following closely in the wake of
the solitary life boat came bodies,
cast upon the bawls by the Waves.
Then came life boats and rafts. Each
of them bore their burden of grim
deratte as well as a load of suffering
humanity, each 'brought a tale of hor-
ror, of suffering and despair.
The cause of the aceident ha e not
been satiefactorily explainea. It +oc-
curred just off Watoh Hill at 11
o'clock, when the three masted
schooner. Harry Knowlton, bound
from eseutth stmbry for Breton with a
cargo of coal; smashed into the steam-
er's port side, amidships. Captain Mc-
Vey, of the Lareloreont, declares area
the Knowlton suddenly swerved from
her course, Isere& up into the wind
and crashed into tie vessel.
Captain Haley, of the Knowlton,
*a that the steamer did not give
his.lasse, auflicient sea room and the
eoillblion occurred 7Wrore he could
take his sehooner out of the path of
the steamer.
Steamer Rapidly Sank.
A majority of those on the Larch-
mont had retired for the night and
when the collision occurred there
were few on board, with the excep-
tion of the crew who were prepared
for the weather which prevailed.
They hurried from warm staterooms
to the deck and into zero atmos-
phere, is effective March 1. This probably
Rush to Decks Clothes.
will prevent the threatened strike inin eight 
Littereely chilled to the bone. many ellicag°'
rushed headlong below to secure
more clothes, while others, bare foot-
ed. bare headed and clad only in
night gowns, stood on the decks fear-
ing that 'to go below would mean
certain death. •
Those Who had not stopped to Washington, Feb. 13.-The presi-
crothe themselves !Tow found it Int- dent teetlay semi to the senate the nee
treaty with the republic of Santo
Domingo relative to the revenues of
that country. The new agreement
is confined entirely to the matter of
the collection of revenues. It sets
forth in the preamble the fact that
San Domingo has entered on an agree
ment with her creditors which is
made lentingent on the fact that this
country seall collect the money and
it is thus agreed that the president
of the United States shall appoint a
representative of the government as
receiver-general to take charge of all
the funds collected and provide means
for their reelection.
WIDOWS VS CHINESE.
Riverton, Wyoming, Feb. 13.
-All Chinese laundrymen were
run out of Riverton by a com-
mittee or the indignant friends
of a syndicate of widows who
earn A living by doing washing.
No violence was done the Chi-
nese being too frightened to re-
slat the committee.
DUEL OVER TIPS.
New, York, Feb. 13.-Detall-
ed to keep the peace at two ad-
joining houses, giving public en.
tertainntents, Emanuel Frey
and Gustave Weire, special po-
licemen, fought a pistol duel
early today. Frey died at the hos
pital and Weire is a prisoner
charged with killing him. Jeal-
ously over tips caused the quar-
rel.
PAID RANSOM.
New York, Feb, 13.---Salva-
tore Santa, the six-year-old son
of Antonio Saitta, a wealthy
money lender, returned to he
home as mysteriously as he was
kidnaped January 9. Police said
today they are convinced the
father secretly paid the ransom
asked by the kidnapers.
AMBASSADOR SAILS.
London, Feb. 13.-James
Bryce, new ambassiador to the
United States, sailed today on
the Oceanic. His departure was
made the occasion for a demon-
stration in his honor, which sel-
dom if ever was equaled in con-
nection with a similar event.
Many prominent people were in
the crowd.
POSTOFF10E ROBBED.
Somerset, Ky., Feb. 13.-The
postoffice was entered last night,
the safe blown and $114 !w-








New York, Feb. 13.- Ten per
cent increase in salaries of operators
at the "principal offices" is announc-
ed by President dowry, of the West-
ern Union Telegraph company, in a
letter today to the district superin-
tendents at New York, Chicago, San
Francisco and Atlanta. The increase




London, Feb, 13.- A new British
south polar expedition start in
October next, It will IN` commended
by E. H. Shackleton, one of the lieu-
tenants of Capt. Scott. The new ex-
pedition welLembark at New Zealand,
whither the she> will return after
landing the men and stores at the
Discovery's winter quarters. It will
return the following year to bring
bark the explorers, whose main ob-
Jeot it will be to carry on researches
made by the sledge parties smite-
ward from the feisoovery. The most
ntnel featurei- of the expedition will
be the use a an automobile especially
adapted for the lee eurfaee.
There is only one kind of a
newspaper circulation stateinent
that Ii worth any ecirodderatiot
and Mit del.!! ..1114:1
&1I(P The 
—
Sin is the only
Piidneeh paper printing such a
eratemeni.
IN GRIP OF GRIP
PADUCAH CAUGHT
Five Hundred Cases from Mild
to Severe Reported
Everybody Nearly Is Suffering With
"Cold and Backache" and Dec.
tors Are Overworked.
TEACHERS AND POLICEMEN.
Is the epidemic of grip and pneu-
monia which ravaged Chicago sweep-
ing southwa-rd?
In the remarkably mild whiter Pa-
ducah has experienced this year, a
new record will 'be made; but the sea-
son will be marked by an epidemic of
grip and pneumonia uneerialliled be-
fore. Tilere ate probably '19(10 cases
of grip of various degrees of severi-
ty
January passed without any abnor-
mal amount of sickness, except to-
ward the last of the month, and thus
far in February, the doctors have
been kept on the run answering
cases of the grip. It is now apparent
that the altogether unusual warm
weather In January was a seed time
and germinating period which is just
now ripening into an epidemic of
sicknese
Ohicago only recently has emerged
from the worst epidemic of pneumorf-
ia and other serious diseases in its
;history. Iroaowing the subsidence
of elteePelitleie, there, many cities
south of Chicago are experiencing
similar epidemics, and the fact that
grip Is infectious, indicates that the
epidemic Is nation-wide. Paducah is
in its wake,
Many .4,re Sick.
Beautiful as the present weather
Is, more homes in 'Paducah have sick
members who can not enjoy it than
in many years. Few business houses
can report full forces at work. Many
of the cases are reported by the doe-
tars as more malignant than treuale
The eumber of cases reported is
growing each dr.
One doctor sand that most of the
eases be had seen were a combina-
tion of a system chock full of malaria
and accumulated colds. In the pres-
ent state of the epidemic, an ounce
of prevention more than equals a
pound of cure. Don't neglect a cold.
If that is generally fellowed, the doc-
tors will have •lees to do, but if you
really know the heart of the doctor,
he does not thirst after sickness. He
is even an ardent advocate of the san-
itary regulations which control the
roots of epidemics.
The proportions the epidemic may
assume in Paducah are indefinite be-
cause the whole r-aslatee. has been
subject to the same unbeaSteftai con-
ditions of a mild winter. Only the
degree in which preventive, measures
promptly are adopted, will limit the
sweep of the disease.
In the Schools.
Grip which seems to be epidemic in
the city schools la affecting the pupil
and teacher alike, and in two weeks
eight teachers have been unable to
attend regularly on it aceount. Five
were out 'Monday before last and laat
Monday three were out. Of the num-
ber one remains out, Miss Mebel
Mitchell. of the Jeffereon school,
Policemen and firemen exposed
more than any others have been laid
off severei at a time with grip.
FOUR MORE RECRUITS- -
FOR SERGEANT BLAKE.
Four more recruits were accepted
at the local. recruiting station by
Lieut. (Ude B. °moon, of the Fourth
infantry, terneoreurity in charge of
the district, during the abeenee of
Lleut Will-lam Reed, who is at Ft.
Leavenworth' taking his examinatittn
for promotion to the rank of captain.
The men secured by Sergeant Blake
aro Merithall Bryant, 11'5 North
Fourth street; Wiliklam A. Vaughn.
Aze lea . K y. ; Campbell! Boone, T n-
t y- seventh at met; Charles Mason.
Twenty-seventh street. Lieutenant
Reed will return about March I'.
M'COLLCH HAS SAND
TO SEM TO GLANS' PLANT.
Marsha I William u m, of
Kiiitawa, I. in the city to interview
persona conteeted with the glass
'plant to be removed here from Indi-
;anti to make a contract If possible to
furalah send.




engineers has La•rt ordered to Cuba to survey the cast line ard make a topseaphisal map ofthe isi.n...--er.••
EQuiri soggy Paducah Commercial Club Commit.
MAKES BIG SALE tees are Named by President Rhodes
Louisville Warehouse Com-
pany Disposes of-2,668 Hogs
heads for 350,000 to Imper-
ial Tobacco Company
M`LEAN AND DAVIES FARMERS.
Louisville, Feb. 13.-The Louis-
ville Tobacco Warehouse company
has sold to the Imperial Tobacco
company, of Bagriand, 2,668 hogw
heads of tobacco, for approximately
$350,1son. The tobacco was ship-
ped by farmers of McLean and Davies
counties, members of the American
Society of Equity,
RAYNER OPPOSES.
Says Too Great Difference in Matter
of Jeopardy.
Washington. Feb. la.- The sen-
ate occupied 'the day in argument on
the bill granting the government the Missouri
right to take an appeal on points of
Law in criminal eases. The Opposi-
tion came mainly from Senators Ray-
ner and Whyte, of Mereland, and
Heyburn, of Walla
MT, Raynces pencil's)l objection to
the bill was that because there were
many differences between the states
and the federal authorities as to what
constitutes "jeopardy." Mr. Rayner
said:
"You can try a man as many times
as you like and tie him up with fed-
eral court machinery until you fleetly
convict him."
He submitted an amendment Which
provided that when a defendant had
been once acquitted he should not be
tried again but even then he %Noted
not Note for the bill.
ROOT HAS PLAN.
Make Joie and Clink Infinigrants
show Passport.
Wstalsingtan..-Feb.. 13.--Light • is
breaking through the derkness,•iviece
for several de)s has enveloped the
San Franclecoelapeneee question,
and by tomorrow night the way to a
speedy settlement may be at hand.
It is understood that Mr. Root pro-
posed an amendment to the immigra-
tion Meese-Nine out the educational
qualification cause, and inserting In
lien thereof a provisIon reghlting ail
Meatier, corning Trom our insular pore
semitone, to the United States to pre-
vent passports.
MINES WILL ALL CIA4SE
DURING TIIE EXECUTION,
Barboursville, Ky., Feb. 13.-
Jesse Fitzgerald will be hanged here
Friday for the munher of Mrs. Mary
Brought on. The himba Of the
murdered woman Is a miner and all
mimes in the vicinity will close Fri-
day and miners will rome to town ex-
pecting to witness the execution.
Head of Seaboard Airline Dead.
Riehmonsi, . Feb. 11--The Sea-
niroffiesi-11111rwiffigiffiffl
_
'IMRE HOWELL NOT KNOWN. !
Paducah Police Know Nothing of
Nashville Suicide.
Peelucab polioe are trying to locate /
the home of a woman giving the
name of Beesie Howell, aho killed
herself yesterday in Nashville by tak-
ing iodide or mercury. The police
department received a telephone
message from Nashville authoreles
asking that her record be investigat-
ed and her parentage learned, if pos-
sible. So far the police have been
unsuecessful. The woman is sup-
posed so have lived in a Kentucky
avenue resort, but an invelitiination_
flailed to substantiate It.
Several months ago a woman came
here from Nortonville, KY., in com-
pany with a man, and got into trou-
ble over the receipt of $900 in cash.
She left and It is (thought this may
be the woman who changed her
name after leaving Paducah.
STOPPED TO READ THAW CASE
Senate Adjourns When the
Newspapers Arrive,
St. Louis. Feb. 13.-A special
from Jefferson City says:
"When the senate met today Sen-
ator Hayman moved that the reading
of the official journal be dispensed
with, because of the desire of many
senators to read the latest develop-
ments in the Thaw ease."
The motion was adopted without
dissent.
YOUNG ILLINOIS COUPLE
MARRIED IN THIS CITY
Unable to procure a license at
their borne in Du Quotn, Ill., oa ac-
count of the youth of the prospective
bride, Miss Golden B. Jackson,
is only 15 years old Miss Jae
and Mr. Albert Crane, of that town,
were married at the home of Mr. C.
Harrell 2340 Broadway, this morn-
Ing by the Rev. J. C. Shelton. Aftet
the ceremony a most excellent din-
ner was served for the couple and
the guests by Mrs. Harrel!, an aunt
of the bride. The bride's mother was
present.
License Tax Killed.
Frankfort. Ky., Feb. 13.-The
Court of appeals today decided that
the proposition advocated by the
board- of trade, commercial club,
banks and trust companies to suhatl-
tote a license tax in lieu of an ad va-
lorem tax Is invalid and unconstitu-
tional.Certain business men in Louis-
ville led by Mr. William A. Robin-
eon, proposed that the MIMI?, trust
companies and merchants be allowed
to par a license tax instead of an ad
valorem tax.
$1.20 Is Average Per Capita Tax.
Frankfort, Ky., Feb 13.-A corn
petition just completed by the stets
auditor shows that for 1906 the pay-
ment of tax per individual' in Ken-
tucky was Stall, This Ii batted on
friaffie.- a CM-
eat per respite of taxation was Pad
In the courier of Woodford, which fig.
tires $4.24; the ineelleet Per capita
was in the county of Elliott, which
pays 40 cents.
' Venerable Man formed by wire of the' death in New
Phillip Darns'', one of the oldest York Of President Alfred Walter. ofmen in Marshall county, died last thist road. Mr Walter was electedweek at. his home south of tienton;preeident relent six or eight months
aged 87 years, ago to succeed J. M. Barr.
The Men Who Will Do Active
Work for Advancement of
City and Industrial Promo-
tion During ,Year
DIRECTORS MET LMT NIGHT.
At the meeting of the directors of
the Commercial club last night the
following standing committees were
appointed by President H. C.Rhodes:
Ways and Meane-A. J. Decker,
chairman; W. F. Paxtod, Roy L.Cul-
ley, Geo. H. Goodman, Jos. L.Fried-
man.
Membership- W. P. Hummer,
enairman; S. A. Fowler, J. L. Pried-
man, Will Farley, J. C. Gilbert.
Immigration-S. A. Fowler, chair-
man; W. L. Bower, Ed K. Bonds,
Chas. K. Wheeler, C. E. Jennings.
Railroad-J. L. Friedman, chair-
man; Frank L. Scott, W. P. 
mel, A. J. Decker, P. D. Fitzpatrick.
Deitratries-W. P. Hummel, chair-
man; H. A. Petter, Dan Fitzpatrick,
Joe Deeberger, J. C. Utterbaek.
Taxilibli-J. P. Smith, chairme.n;
Joe Darberger, J. C. Gilbert, br.7. T.
Reddick, W. F. Bradshaw, Jr.
Advertising-Harry Meyer. chair-
man; Ed J. Paxton, Jno. S. Bteecker,
John J. Berry. Ben Weille.
Ineuranee-Jas. Vieille, chairman;
J. W. Hughes, C. E. Jennings, Dr. J.
V. Voris, Dr. H. G. Reynolds.
Parks - Sol Dreyfus, chair-
-man; J. A. Hardy, Harry C. Hollins,
Capt. Jas. Koger, Dr. D. G. Murrell.
Public improvements- P. D.Fitz-
patrick, chairman; Chas. Weille, F.
N. Gardner, Jas. A. Rudy and Chas.
K. Wheeler.
Legislation-F. I.. Scott, chair-
an; It. A. Petter, Geo. Langstaff, J.
P. Smith, Chas. K. Wheeler.
Ohio Valley Improvement-H. A.
Fetter, chairman; L. S. DuBois, 0.1e
Gregory. W. B. Walters, Capt. Jas.
Kogier, S. A. Fowler.
Trades Extensions-Geo. C. Wal-
lace, chairman: Ben Weille, Frank
F. Davis, E. J. Paxton, J. L. Wolff.
Education-Jos. Desberger, chair-
man; C. W. Thompson. Chas. K.
Wheeler, Dr. Frank Boyd, B. H.
Scott, Geo. C. Langstaff.
Retail Merehants-L. W. Menne-
berger, chairman; James A. Rudy,W.
E. Cochran, Ed Bringhurst, Harry
Hank.
Taylor (axe Continued.
BeeR11144* Maple Abernathy was urn.
able to littered enure the ease mi sralnif
Walter Taylor, a foreman at the
Dixie Knitting male, charged with
"maiicloint mischief." wes continued.
Taylor le terneed of driving a nail In
a banister down which the Abernathy
boy slid and injured himself.
- Fair tonight
and 'TlincideLi warm e to
colder went., parties, Thwroelity.
14•111p1114(111'1. yesterday,
38; Iciweet today, :tn.
JUROR'S WIFE ILL;
CASE POSTPONED
Husband, Two Colleagues and
Two Court Officers Spend
Morning at Bedside
sIAY BE DECLARED MISTRIAU
Deblois and 4011110 Clash Over Tes.
timony About Operation and
Jerome Wins Point.
THAW'S CONDITION IMPROVES -_
..New York, Feb. 13.-The opening
of the Thaw trial was delayed until
2 o'clock this afternoon, because the
wife of one of the jurors was strick-
en with pneumonia hest night, and
the juror accompanied by two other
niembers of the panel and two court
officers, left the mutt building thus.
morning for his wife's bedside. It is
not known how seriously ill the wo-
man is. In event of serious illness or
teeth of the juror's wife, It is proba-
ble the panel will be dismissed and
the case declared a mistrial,
Attorneys Clash.
District Attorney Jerome and Del-
phine M. Delmas came together to-
day in the severest clash between the
counsels that has yet occurred in the
Harry Thaw trial. The California at-
torney, who is directing the defense,
took exceptions to certain statements
of the prosecuting officer and had in-
serted in the retard of the case a
protest against the "misconduct of
the learned district attorney."
Jerome hotly accused the defend-
ant's counsel of trying to instill into
the minds of the jury the implied
suggestion that • the operation per-
formed upon Evelyn Nesbit in 1903
before Thaw took her to Europe was
"of a criminal nature," when, "as a
matter of fact," he said, "it was for
appendicitis."
Deltnae %Teo Serious Olti-ection.
Delmas called the attention of
Justice Fitzgerald to this, saying
that the district attorney was elating
facts not in evidence+ and that "a
very serious exception must be taken
to his remark."
"Send the jury out of the room If
you want to," exCatimed Jerome."'
am going to get this thing straight_ I
am not going to have these false
preasions fostered before this jury
and in the minds of these witnesses."
During the tilt Delmas inquired of
the district attorney as to how he
came into possession of the knowl-
edge as to the character of the oper-
ation upon Miss Nesbit without. a vi-
olation of confidence. Jerome said he
hadbeen told of it by Miss Nesbit
mother.
s
It thus became known for the first
time, that the district attorney is in
possession of a long statement by
Mrs Holman, who now is In Pitts-
burg but who, it has been reported
from time to time, might be called as
a witness by the state in rebuttal.
Dr. Evans was an the stand all
day.
He detailed to the jury his obser-
vations and examinations of Thaw
during eight visits to the prisoner lei
the Tomei and declares It to be his
opinion that Thaw was suffering front
"a brain storm or an explosive, or a
fulminating condition of mental urn-
soundness." at the time he shot and
killed White.
Sanity Follows Insanity.
Dr. Evans gave many and claim'.
rate reasons for his opinion and dur-
ing his examination Delman deftly
brought out the feet that whereas
Thaw was suffering from "storm and
stress," when the alienist first visit-
ed him in August last, his condition
had shown steady and gradual im-
provement, unit: on October R Thaw




FitiShVIII‘e, Ind., Feb. 13.-et the
wedding of Carl Cliffoid anti Lena
Pence last night, a charivari party
exploffisi 23 pounds of dynamite near
the' house. The building was damag-
ed and several women fainted. Win-
dows were broken In houses for miles
around. No one was seriously injur-
ed.
AMONG IPAILVIAR' (•.‘TTLE.
Bloomington. IL., Feb An
epidemic Is appearing among the rat-
tle in she distelet southwest of here.





















And the Original Company
and Chorus of 40.
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Beautiful scenic and electri-
cal effects. Clever special-
ties.
PRICES—Matinee, be for chil-
dren and 25e for adults; night-
35c, 50c and 75e.
Seats on sale Friday 1) a. tn.
FOIVRALE—Five room rersidence,
bath, closets. pantry, private sewer-
age In house, bet and cold water,
pore,-lain bath, two porches, three
cabinet mantles, hardwood finish, lot
fronting 1110 feet on Broadway and
running hawk 105 feet to 20 foot al-
ley. Very choice locality in the West
End, 68,500. True.
heart Bldg. Telephone 127.
FOR SALE—Frame residence of
two stories on Third street having
16 rooms on lot 72x137. stable and
other out-housem, 61.000. H. C. Hol-
lins. Real Estate, Trueheart Bldg.
Telephom•
)4.%LE--rour rim multiuse on
lot 24•103 to miler. tan porchea, tool
house,. etc. Sit uati d on .4, ,Lith F4 Mir
street. Rests *11 Icr  Ur Price
11.400. If. C. Hollins, Trraeheart
I51t1g. Telephone 127.
CUT FLOWERS.
Choice Carnations. per doz. fent
(Romeo, best grade per doz. .. $1.01
Roman Hyacinths, white, per dos. l'1.14
A choice lot of Azaleas in any
color, just beginning to bloom.
Dutch Hyrreinths in pots: else
Narcissus in bud, ni..e for blooming
Indoors:








Among Healthy People Who
Inhale the Germs
Alleged Plot Unearthed, including Spitting in Public Places Leaves
Assassination or Governor Tuberculosis (k•rnis to Infect
Steuuertherg. Others.
REPUDIATES HIS CONFESSION
Wallace. Idaho, Feb. 13.—The tri-
al of Steve Adams, member of the
Western Federation of Miners, began
today. The direct charge against Ad-
ams is the murder of Fred Tyler, a
settler, who disappeared from his
timlier claim on Marble creek August
10, 1904.
-Adams is supposed to be implicat-
ed in various murders which, it is
claimed, were committed at the in-
stigation of the Western Federation
of Miners, and it is the ilope of thet
proeeeution during the ti-al to nn-
rO.3.ler _DrOerf..that the mixers' organi-
zation caused the killing of at least
27 men at various times.
Murder of Gov. Steunenberg.
The most prominent victim of the
alleged murderous band was former
Gov. Steueenberg, who was killed by
a bomb at the gate of his home in
Col.dwell. Idaho, the evening of De-
cember 30, 1905.
Adams has been under arrest for a
long time and the authorities claim
be has made a confession giving
away the whole story ef the plot, in
which the Western Feeleration of
Miners is said to be ineolved. The
latter organization declares the char-
ges against it are false and an at-
tempt by the mtneownera to break
tip the union. —
How Adages Was Caught.
The murder of Tyler remained a
mystery until after the death of
Gov. Steunenberg. Harry Orchard's
graphic confession not only implicat-
ed Steve Adams and other federation
men in the governor's murder, but
declared that Adams and Jack Sump-
klieg also killed Tyler because he
had taken up the timber claim. Simp-
kins has never been found.
Adams was arrested at Haines,
Ore., Feb. 20, 1906, and taken to
Boise, where it its alleged he confess-
ed the Tyler murder. This confession
he now denies, and -lt 'is believed he
will claim it was wrung from him by
force and is false.
Gladys' Cruel Words.
Freddy-1s It—sw weally true that
your rather speaks highly of me?
Gindys—Yee when he wants to make
mamma really angry.
FOR SALE—Five room house on
North Side, 17 blocksiweat, built in
1006. two coats ahlte paint, white
walls. 3 held rooms 15115, kitchen 10
xI2, reef/Olen hall Ox12, pantry,
closet:, one porch M feet deep hy 21
feet tam, • porch 3 feet deep hy
7 feet long, stable and other out
!rouses. large siordi• trees, improved
streets. lot 50x132 with alley. Price
$1.700. H. C. Hollins, Truchorret
Bldg. Telephone 127.
dreen--What clo„yerfi- mean by say-
ing JohnlitroW11 la a distant relative
of yours?,....--1 thought he wee your
brolli cr.
Brown—Well, -there are twelve
children in our family. He's the eld-
est and I'm the youngest.—Chleago
News.
Fortune smiles on tho few and
grins at the many.
A blunt permin is apt to make the
meet cutting remarks
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THE START OF tX)NSUMPTION
The bacillus of tuberculosis starts
tubertules in the lungs. These caw
fy, softee and are ejected from the
lungs in coughing. A dry cough will
apray.the air full of these germs, a
loose cough will deposit the sputum
on the sidewalks where it will dry,
be trodden to powder, whirled about
in the wind for healthy people to
breathe and so start up new planta-
tions of these bacilli. Dr. Knopf says
that an advanced case
Lion will eject about aeven billions
these germs every 24 'hours.
of consump-
of
It is a murderous practice to spit
where others may bring the infection
into the house on sheets or skirts,
where it may dry and irecome a pow-
der to be sent into the air and
breathed Into the lungs. If the lungs
are sore from eleAs or any other
cause, these germs settle on the sere
spot and set up what is called a
"mixed infection." This Is the start-
ing point of consumption, and prompt
treatment is required.
An eminent authority on lung
trouble advises the use of the follow-
ing simple formula, which GM be
secured from any good prescription
druggist at small cost: Half ounce
Virgin Oil of Pine (Pure) two ounces
glycerine and a half pint of good
whisky. Mix and use in teaspoonful
doses every four hours.
It is said that the mixture will
breakup a cold In 24 hours and
cure any cough that is curable. The
ingredients should be pure and to
avoidi substitution, they should be
purchased separately and mixed in
the home of the patient. The Virgin
Oil of Pine (Pure) should be pur-
chased in the original half-ounce vi-
als, put up for druggists to dispense.
Each via: Is securely sealed in a
round wooden case, with the name,






Wednesday night, Standard Opera
Company in "Martha."
Thursday night, Standard Opera
Company in "The Bohemian Girl."
Saturday Matinee and Night—"Tra-
cey, The Outlaw."
"Martha" Tonight.
The Standard tuneful opera
ielerthe will be the bill at The Ken-
tucky tienIght. The 'Standard Opera
eompartS• Jo a sterling organization
• 
Ale. (Veil De Wille, with Standard
Opera Co.. in "Nlartha." Cl The hen-
tricky tonight.
with a record of four weeks success
at New Orleans, where the pepers
praised the work of principals anti
chorus. "The Bohemian Girl" to-
morrow night.
"Tracy the Outlaw."
W. C. Wild, Who Will he seen in
the ehafacter of Jacob Krausmyer,
the Dutch reporter of a Dutch news-
;taper, the '1k:rattle &acts litletttr,''
In the :ir4, drama, "Tracy the Out-
law," %%bleb will be seen at Tim
Kentucky, Saturday, Feb. 10, mati-
nee and night. Is considered a
ipvisr German (the/meter comedian.
Mr. Wild la said to Inv* More Import-
s Me tongue tied stlernyin-Engliali
ithrnees rip tile sleeve then ati-y other
man' In the game His efforts will be
ebiy. stewarded-kw, tkuarteate eptefeee
eiAitgaimc
—The miters leemiknte make It





• bare their own detectives but tius
is %sty !only thrirmi- se. At such times
they are nee -- • HAY fall, on ole
zegular detective force. For ruarr
ears I have done 'special duty.' as it
is called, at various sales in most of •
the big West Mnd shops. A detec-
tive in the force, as you may know,
Fireman Halted in Act Throw- Inas two holidays a month—alternate
log Can Into Fire
in second Engine woukl Hate 'teen
Elkin n to .ttruirs and Train
Wrecker'.
LUMP OF (,X3AJL FELT STRANal.
Nothing short of Providence stayed
the hands of Fireman Grace Cantrell
and saved the lives of himself and
Engineer Pbilip Drennan, .and prob-
ably prevented a bad passenger wreck
near Princeton on the Eva.nsville dis-
trict of the Ilinois Central yesterday
afternoon. Cluarill was in the act of
hurling a keg of giant. powder into
the fire box whea the peculiar shift-
lug weight of the keg stayed his
hands long eneugda flor him to discov-
er what it held. The result of throw-
ing a keg of giant powder into a
roaring engine fire .box is easy to im-
age:ie.
Passenger train No. 2O-5, from Ev-
ansville to Naohville, in charge or
Engineer Philip Drennan and Fire-
man Grace Cantrell, stopped at the
Sullivan cos: mines between Hender-
son and Princeton and coaled. Can-
trell fired the engine at iutervals, dis-
lodging coal from the tender as he
consumed the supply. Suddenly
what he thought to be a large lump
rolled down His scoop picked it up
and it was too heavy. He grabbed
it in his hands to hurl it into the
furnace, Its center of gravity seem-
ed to shift, and Cantrill tiesitatod•
He rolled it aside, threw in teveral
shovels of coal and closing his lire
door turned his attention to the odd
lump of coal.
L. proved to be a battered tin can
tilled with giant powder such as is
used in blasting in coal mines. He
carried. it to Princeton and gave it
to officials. It is now on exhibition
there. Some one desiring to steal
powder had taken the battered tin
keg. filled it with °giant" and de-
posited it in the coal bin, intending
to take it out at night. Unfortur
nately the train coaled before it was
removed, and the keg thus accident-
ally found A:I' way into the engine's
coal sppply. The feet that it was bat-
tered, and black with coal dust and
0.1, made it resemble a lump of coal.
T
Common Phrases.
"It touched him deeply."
LOrDON SHOPLIF




lease let us have a detective
or our autumn sale.'
"That is the kind of request the
Commissioner of Police has in dozens
ju'V about this time."
The sneaker was a well-known
London detective.
'Most people imagine that shops
' Su oda) s. 'De go oe a special job he
has to sacrifice one of his Sundays to
make up for the week-day he is away.
Such jobs are his own private busin-
ess, for which he is paid, by the skop
employing him --a guinea a day and
refreshment.
"Before a sale all the shop assist-
ants are informed that a defective is
coming. It is not possible to usake
his personality known to every as-
siseant by a format Introduction, so
word is given out that at a certain
time he will walk through the shop,
accompanied by the manager. In this
way he is recognized, and any assist-
ant will know where to find him in
case he is wanted. suppose, for ex-
ample, 'that an assistant has suspic-
ions of a Peculiar customer. She goes
toward the spot where the detective
is stationed under pretense of get-
ting a bill signed, and lets him know
that he is wanted. Then it is under-
stood that the first person,̀ she ad-
dresses when she gets back to her
place is the 'suspect.' The detective
closely watches her and draws his
own conclusions.
"The autumn sales offer particular-
ly good scope to the shoplifter, be-
cause the cold weather enables her
to wear her big cape,-..under cover of
which she commits her thefts, as a
natural course. I expect you know
how the! work. They hold up a gar-
ment or a fur in their right hand, and
under cover of it gently draw the
stolen article off the counter with
their left hand, quickly secreting it
under the cape. Shoplifters work
generally in twos and trees. They
never retain a stolen article. A sliget
kick of the foot is a s.gual for the
confederate next to take it, and so It
is gradually and cleverly pasted to a
wornan who is yards away from the
rounter and could not be accused of
taking anything from it.
"A shoplifter's cape is -a truly won-
derful thing, and--has as many pock-
ets as •a poacher's coat. As soon as
a shop thief gets away with stolen
property she gets rid of it as quick-
ly as possible. How? Well, at a re-
ceiver's during sale times many of
these receivers' houses are watched.
The women know they are under vig-
ilant eyes, and don't attempt to go
near. They get hold of a street urch-
in. 'Here, Tommy, d'you want to
earn tuppence? Then just run round
to Mrs. Whatever-her-name is, and
tell her a lady would like to see her
in the Red .Lion.' The receiver goes
there, the property changes hands, as
also does the agreed cash consider-
ation, and Mrs. Recelyer issues forth
hung on hooks un r her skirts. -
...with the 'greatly reduced' bargains
"All tne notorious shoplifters are
perfectly well known to us. I have
seen them at sales, and bazaars, and
am sure they have gone off with ar-
ticles at different times, but, of course
could do nothing. They must
caught in the act. It is amaz to
me how successfully the's' irk. On
the stage and in ficti the shoplift-
er is quite a supe r person. In real
life she is t owest type of woman
possible They all come from the
Ea mid. They are common in ap-
earance, in manners, in everything.
"Wny, do you think a shoplifter
would dare go back home with her
cape? Not she. She goes to a pub-
lic house, takes it off and wraps it up
in a bundle. Just herore a sale she
takes it in a newspaper parcel and
leaves it in a cloak-room near the big
West End shops. Before going into
action her little boy or girl calls for
'motner's carrel,' brings it to a bar,
and therefrom she issues In full--war
paint, 'seeking what she May ronvey.'






M RS. NELLI E MA KHAM
A nervous irritable woman. often on
the verge of hysterics, is a source of
misery to everyone who comes under
her influence, and unhappy and mis-
erable herself,
Such women not only drive Mrs-.
bands from home but are wholly unfit
to govern children.
The ills of women act like a fire
brand upon the nerves, consequently
seven-ter:1'th% of the nervous prostra-
tion, nervous despondency, t h e
"blues". sleeplessness. and nervous
Irritability of women arise from some
organic derangement.
Doyens experience tits of depression
4ith testlessneee alternating with ex- -
treure irritability ? Do you suffer
from pains in the abdominal region,
backache, bearing-down pa ins,ne rvous
dyspepsia, sleeplessness, and al most
continually cross and snappy? If so,
your nerves are in a shattered con-
dition and you are threatened with
nervous prostration.
Proof is monumental _that nothing
in the world is better for nervous
troubles of women than Lydia E.
Pinkh am's Vegetable Compound,
made from native roots and herbs.
Thousands and thousands of women
can testify to this fact.
Mrs. Nellie Makham. of 161 Morgan
St., Buffalo, N. Y., writes:—
Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—
"I was a wreck from nervous prostration .
MRS.GEO,A.JAMES
I suffered so I did not care what became of
me and m . (sadly d rod of my re-
covery. Pysieians failed to help me. I
was urged to try Lydia E. Putithanes
Vegetable Compound and I want to tell you
that it has entirely cured me. I think it
Is the linft medicine on rarth and I am
recommending it to all my friends, amid
acquaintances.
Mrs. Geo. A. James, a life long
resident of Fredonia, N. iteavrites:'
Dear Mrs. Piukham
"I was in a terribly run down condition •
anti had nervous prostration caused hy
UMW' tremble, in fact I Vtnet been well
sines my children were This cons
dition worked on my nerves turd I was ir-
ritable and miserable. I had tried many
remedies without getting much help but
Lydia E. Pinkhams Vegetable Compound
brought me back to health and strength. It
has aim carried rue safely through the
Change of Life. I cannot too strongly
recommend your
Mrs. Pialtbam's imitation to Women.
Women suffering from any form of
female weakness are invited to
-communicate promptly with Mrs.
Pinkham; at Lynn. Mass. From the
symptoms given, the trembly may be
located and the quickest and surest
way of recovery advised. Out of her
vast volume of experience in treating
female ills Mrs. 'Pinkham probably
has the very kitowledge that will help
your ca,'-e. Her advice is free and
always helpful.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, made from native roots and
herbs, contains no narcotics or harmfu drugs amid today holds the record tor
the largest number of actual cures of female diseases of any medicine the
world has ever known, and thousands of voluntary testimonials are on
tile in the laboratory at Lynn, Mass., which testify to its wonderful value.
Lydia E. Pinktutia's Vegetable Compound; a Woman's gaudy for Womca's Ills,
TO LET
Several superior offices: on second and
third floors of our building, provided with,-
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices--
double offices especially adapted for dentists
American. German Nation ank
227 Broadwy-'
adONNYW1. 
N., C. & St. L. New City Ticket
430 Broadway.
Through tickets on le to Nash-
ville. Chatan.00 , Atlanta and
points in thtooth-east; to Jackson,
Memphiamid points southwest. In-
ter ngeable letee0 -mile tickets for
25.0e. 13. J. Mullaney, city passen-
ger agent.
It is well to be sure you are right
hot don't be too snre that every-
body else 'Is wrong.
A 'kiss on the lips is worth two on
the hand.
-Do you know why the chickens
came out of the eggs, Robbie?"
guess they knew they'd get
boiled if they stayed in."-14tarper's
Baiar.
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAIS.
PAZ() OINTMENT is guaranteed to
cure any ease of Itching, Blind,
Bleeding or Protruding Piles in 6 to
14 days or money refunded. 60c.
You couldn't take the conceit out
of some men with a stomach pump.




You get handsome, well
appointed carriages
when I serve you. We
give profit personal at-
tention atoll times.






s1 1, r1141,. , KtriCit4rt confidence, telling all your
WV AA.; 
ages eatill. mend
u e • ;11..1: !souk on, vestment for Watnitti."
Address: 1. OSA, itevieury Department, .,The
Chaltanuega Medicine CO., Chattanooga, Teen. .
ore
If You Fear
the ordeal of describing your sickness by word of mouth, why -not try
the Cardui Ilorne Treatment, and see if it will not help you, as it did
Mrs. Ellen Gilbert, of Villa Ridge, lilt, who writes: "I suffered from
female trouble and those choking, fainting spells. I was very nervous,




whim relieved me tight away. Now I am getting along fine ancrtecornMend it to all
my friends." The merits of Carlini, 23 a reliable and ,effective remedy for all the dis-
eases peculiar to women. hdve been linown, for the past 50 years. It Is a pure and non-
intoxicating preparation of, vegetable ingredients, haying a peculiar curatfVe effect on the
Imola st CktitiLiiiikileffritiletreWii:1 "ft;*
unction iaUrestore the disordered orgami to health. Try' it.
„
I Woman'sRelief
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Labor statistics thew that we pay the
highest wages to shoemakers in St. Louis
--because we require the best workman-
snip there is.
This means Mat we get our pick of
the bee workers—and we end that the
best is tin. cheaper Li the end.
The combination of the finest workmanship with the ideal assorting
and grading of leather (made possihiehy our making many classes of
shoes) hes resuital in on: makine tnern fine thee. thati any other
House in the West.
In our dress shoe_ nom $3.50 to *en) you will find the leather of the
finer texture, the *lase tthe very latest and best fitting and the
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„VW! Deiliert(DIAMOND. .BRAND SFIOES
BURTON'S RECORD
MEMBERS OF COMMITTEE COME•
TO HIS DEFENSE.
Has Looked After Improvements
Other Than Lakes and Their
• Harbors and Outlets.
; 4
•
Washington, Feb. 13.—Tee criti-
cism levelled at Congressman Bur-
ton, Chairman of the house commit-
tee on rivers and harbors, by certain
representatives and Individuals from
rwhic.h claimed a greet
share in the appropriation bi , has
sparred certain members he com-
mittee to take up cu e.s in his de-
fen,e. They rep 14' the
statements jJst Catairman Burton
has bee illy of favoritism in any
wa shape or form, and to prove
eir contention, an occurance in the















eommitte.Olas be *mecie publi";
It seems that whit the last appro-
priation bill was passed five great
projects were not completely provided
for. The were the harbors at Boa-
WALL STREET IS
IN GREAT TERROR
-Exaggerated Ego" is Trout,-
hug District
Thinks All Litigation in Aimed at It
and rear, Itooie,Vele..
Intention..
STRANGE REPORTS fliltelr LATE
New York, Feb. 13.—All We:!
street ls laboring under a terrible de-
lusion says Wm. B. Curtis in the
Record Herald. 411 the fool killer
should appear in the neighborhood
of Trinity church these days the
slaughter would be appalling. Men
of education, intelligence and exper-
ience, men who have exercised -im-
portant responsibilities an are still
perforining duties of the most serious
characterr eutve become possessed of
ha,lucinatiens that ought to send
them nefee juries of insanity ex-
perts. •
I read in the papers this morning
a review of the annual report of the
New York state commission on luna-
cy, which shows that 5,761 cit
ton. Ba:timore, and Cleveland, and of the state became insane d
Improvements at the mouths of the year 1906. The total
Co" umbia and Mississippi rivers, dents in al Institut
Funds sufficient to complete all these I that year was
were voted in the present bill, wit], year .1i46
the exception of Cleveland. When .'""ere
the consideration of this item came t
up it was found that $1,500.000
necessary to finish tile work, d
modon of Mr. Lawrenc
chusetts. seconded
of Louisiana,
able for because he is tne subject as
cotnmittee2sranimousla, the entire
:well as the cause of the hallucina-
amoun ,as grated to Mr. Burton's
Itions which now peevall in the 
d! .ct. Immediately Mr. Burton
as on his feet, &wearing that in the'ancial world.
Wait street is a qiiefr place. Ifface of the criticism that would be
the entire membership of the stock
certain to ensue he did not feel that
exchange were examined by a eem-he could accept the fell amount, and
in deference-to hie wishes the oom- l mission in lunacy, very few would be
given an absolute bill of health.
mittee voted only ;900,000. That
Every member of that famous insti-
such unfair cosetruction ahould be
tution seems to be possessed of a de-
placed by his enemies-upon Mr..13tir-
lesion that the center of the world iston's leadership of the committee is
located very near the corner of Wall
a matter of extreme regret to his
fellow members. Throughout the en-'.and Broad streets, and that what-
ever is done or said or thought by
tire diecussion, the nrationa! rivers
the rest of mankind ?a intended toand harbor's; committee has taken no,
effect In some manner near or re-part whatever. It Is devoted alto-'
gether tei the broad policy of develop-Imote, the prices of stock. They
,titink that the laws of nature, as well!tient of the nation's waterways as a
as the laws of eongress and the sta-whole, and has neither advocated nor
tutes of the state legislatures are en-defendezl any individual project of ,
acted either to help or to harmimprovement. The straight forward '
and unbiesed attitude of this power-' them; they believe that the rains
!that fall and the frosts that freshenarganization has won the cotn-
the earth and the blizzards thatmendation and praise of the admin-
itilock railway traffic are designed toistration.
That the effect of the denartmentibenefit or Injure them. and that the
corn and wheat thetegrow on th2Of agriculture to Insure the cleanli-
western prairies, and the cetton thatness of packing products have not
whitens the sunny eouth ars intend-abated has just been proved afresh
el for no other purpose tnan to fur-by the' interest which officials of the
!resh them busineres.department are taking in the national
ng the
ber of pa-
s on Dec. 31 of
,302. During the
ere discharged as re-
1,142 improved sufficiently
ake it safe for teem to return to
their homes and 960 were classed as
on criminals and sent to the penitentiary
of Massa- It would be interesting to knew
Me. Ranedell, how many of these cases the presi-
aaopted by the ' dent of the United States is region-
Packers' exposition, which will be
held in Chicago in May. This expo-
sition will demonstrate just how meat
and vegetables are canned and what
effect the passage of the pure food
hill has had on the packing indus-
try. The goveenment authorities
welcome this move on the part of the
parkera, large and small, to Meet
public interest and curiosity by dem-
onstrating What their processes are.
And the packers realise on their part
that by coming out open'y in this
way they will not only make a vitally
interesting exhibit, but also furnish
evidence that they are giving the
public a "square deal." The nature
of the governseent exhibit has not
yet been determined. The exposition
Is scheduled to last eleven days. It
will be he'd later on In New York,
PRtsburg, Philadelphia, and Kansas
City.
Purity is in the air
up our way---noth-
ing but a few houses,
an old distillery and
lots of corn and rye.
Early Times
Jack Beam
Bottled in bond. Oldest
bottling is eight years.
ritor Tintrir
bitrarily to rodeoe the rates of
freight and passenger traffic on
*e ra iron& In.ttlie manta' is order
in make himself mere pepular. and
thousands of people accepted th4m
as true. The newspapers of New
York have aetual:y published articles
asserting that the president intends
scitisetze all the water out of the
capital stocks of the corporationg Of
this country; that he Intends to order
'he interstate commerce commission
or somebody to cancel and repudiate
a sufficient number of shame to bring
them down to an amount correspond-
ing with the actual investment.
I was asked yesterday If it were
true that the president was going to
recommend to congress to pass a law
abolishinf private freight cars and
prohibiting one railway from using
the tars of another. It was explain-
ed that this action was ta remove the
present cause of complaint that some
railways uelawfully detain for their
own use tee cars of other roads, and
thus prevent them from accommodat-
ing their shippers. "'hely was a ru-
mor on the streets a few days ago
that the president was going to order
an Investigation of every corporation
in the conette hoeing a capital stock
of $1.000 000 or more.
A Private
The startling inf tion is con-
veyed in the r ort of an army in-
spector to military secretary that
the la unions In the mines of
P sylvania are organizing eompan-
les of troops to fight the State Na-
tional Guards in case of labor
troubles 'which involie rioting.
While this situation is not unique. It
is shocking. and will cause a great
deal of alarm in that section of the
country. Private armies are not en-
tirely unknown in this country. and
especially in this same section of
!Pennsylvania, where a private war
was fought at Homestead some years
ago between troops hired by the own-
'ere of the Homestead iron works and
'the laboring men in that vicinity. It
!would have been entirely legal te
have made an examp4 of the owners
of the works for maintaining a pr.-
rate army at the time, but this was
not done and we see the result in
the determinattion of the laboring
men to follow the lawless example
set them.
Capt. Whitney of the United States
Remy, the inspecting %Meer who was
sent to that section to inspect .the
State National Guards in that vicinity
has reported th the war department
that there are now organized thirty-
seven companies, or three regiments,
of these private soldiers, organized
to combat rather than enforce the
law. As to the actual danger in a
conflict that is not serious, perhaps,
for the authorized soldier with the
aegis of the law above him is not
likely to find in a soldier outside the
Svc, drilled and discipline(' though
he may be, a very formidable enemy.
The soldier who is fighting with the
penitentiary a, his goal has no chance
against the soldier who Is fighting
with the chaplet of fame as his re-
wa:rd if he does his auty, however
the war may result. It is no dispara.
gemert of the valor of the miners'
troops to say that a single regimehtJust at present the consciousness of the National Guard should wagerof Wall street is excited by the inves- the three regiments aneady organic-t tigations that are being made by the ad without difficulty. But the spec-interstate commerce commission, the tatee of a civil war with the tenor-department of justice, the federal lug class arrayed against the authori-
'
courts, the state courte, the bureau of , ty of the state would do infinitecorporations and other federal and harm to the entire country, and might,state agencies concerning the organ-'lead to serious trouble elsewheree-ization and operation of the trusts, New Orleans Times-Democrat,
land they consider the president of
the United States reeponsibie for it
all. They do not suspect that govern-
ors, attorneys of state and other au-
thorities are emulating- his etample,
and they give him credit for all the
,prosecutions and all the agitations Pleat,
that ere going on. They have an
Impression that he is "baiting" the
They are best remembered whet 'for
get themselves.
corporations for the same- reason that I
Nero, Caligula and other Roman em-
perors titled to make the Chrietiansi
"wrestle" with lions and tigers In the:
arena. They seem to think that the
It Is subject to investigation. indict- ,
mete and prosecution just like a pri-
vate citizen, regardless whether it
affects the prices of stocks favorably i
or unfavorably.
Those delusions are PO general antiae 
so prononnetteNhat responsible men'
upon whom Teets the peace of the,
financial world, and in a measure the iI
prosperity of the country, seem to
haee gone crazy. They are willing
to eredit the wihiest kind of rumors
about the president. They seem to
believe thee be has started out to
Neigh all the retrial:nations In, the
country, and that he Is doing it Mere-
leee":1111-7.1-L44214111110A Teit:9111r'
ittircil capital.
Thar; hare been reports here Wit
the president intends to rorder the
Interstate commerce commission at-





of Them in Paducah and
Good Reason for IL
Wouldn't any woman` be happy.
After years of backache suffering,
Days of misery. nights of unrest.
The distress of urinarytroubies,
She Midst relief and cure?
, president is simply amusing himself No reason why any Padueah read-. 
trengthening privileges of those
by indicting and prosecuting the ffr eeming after.' Tiles( who haVe risen
Standard fall company and by 'Dyes:
I 
Should suffer In la* face of eve- to high occasions become rhe-latideisegating the consolidation of Mr. dance like this: I -,of the future. ' And no betici modelHarriman's system of railroads, and Mrs. Martha Hamilton, of 610 has been set before a eountry. In al.that Whenever he jumps out of bed Tennessee street, says: "Ti' I con- history, than tholes withewhich Amer-fn the morning, he calls up the Attor-,tracted a cold which settled in my loa Is blessed. Among the leadersney General on the telephone and kidneys, it brought a severe attack most eminent In the story of our cote
orders him to Indict the presidents of of inflammation of the kidneys and anent Lincoln more than any othflew eorporetions before breakfest•ever afterwards I was subject to pain Is called upon In reference to th.
They do not stop to consaier that across my back, although I used ev-
:
deeds and principles of our de,the laws of the country must be en- ery precaution to prevent It. When What Lincoln by eupposition vets'
forced and that if a corporation Is the attacks were at their height Ilhave done is an ahlmcatirm that easuspected of having violated the laws was prostrated and .had to remain beirearrier .1a-eight ; and this itt herall
he attends to every mind for wisdre ,
charity and devotion; for no pare
no tion, no ambition: for all th,
meant v!rtue, mt tstire and real',
for nothing that meant egotism,
eruelty, or gnete. "A great nee,
said the eloquent Jeremy, els :I:
in hie converge, generoim In hnitel
per, and equally removed from th
extremes of 'servility and pride." And I
another pa'aieopher calls him gree
eat vithei is most resiolutele rig"e
enimeet In storms, and cheeriest us
der the heaviest burden. This, .1.
deed, is smother and a nobler ivies
titan the Otte which paps tribute to
- - ..saassiP•atialbssil- Of!,•---••
That ever. peapied leeropa,'
It is a slew of great nolo w!itch grows
stranger with the freeing of rain kind
visvir to which the appreciatioa
gudq, ta*:. 
219-223 Broadway.
Xiajor *Winner 91RJ _Jt. Valentine
Valentines for sill 'Cur Yriends
u rsdaq—Yree
THURSDAY is St Valentine's Day and Major and Mrs.
Winner are going to help us celebrate it .vith our
little friends.
Thc,agh Major Winner is no taller than a yard stick,
and Mrs. Winner is still smaller, they are the most interest-
ing kind of little people, :laving traveled all over the world,
and all day long the store has been crowded with visitors, big
and little, to see and talk with the smallest living married
couple in the world. So we cordially invite all the grown.
ups to come down Thursday and brimg the children to Ice
Major Winner and his forty pound bride.
And remember, there is a pretty valentine here for each
'boy and girl. Be sure to come and get yours.
Incidentally, we woald remind you that we have some
uncommonly attractive specials in all departments this week.
Your visit should be bcth pleasant and profitable.
Mothers bring the children Thursday to see Major and
Mrs. Kilmer and ,zet a valentine free.
11- a
bed sometimes. One day I noticed
Doan's; Kidney Pills advertised for
just such conditions as mine. It oc-
curred-to me that they might do me
Mame good, so I procured a box at
Alvey & List's drug store. They help-
ed me from the start. The dull sch-
ism across the small of the back n-
na:ly disappeared. the pain in my
,nateciegi and legs disappeared and'Ale.
Minns which accompanied It left.and
ednea I have been only too pleased to
i tell "Merits and acquaintance* about
the result I obtained from using
Doan's Kidney
. ror sale b? all dealers. pArdts:0
jrientar,,,:yimaiNsisiubs..,Ace
'ekes, York, sole agents tar the United
States.
Remember the naM6-- Doing —
and take no other.
- •
Lincoln in 1901.
Looking backwaid- at men Into
have greatly lived is ever one of the
of Lincoln is largely- die. irf! Wag. a
epirit of morality. It was humble,
lie saw this litre world by the lend-
marks of eternity. Lineonn's poetry
tad humanity ef vision equaled les
clear thrust of thine; they are ,Prert
of that image which lives in the
heart of Man.---Colikwa Weekly.
Fhtleacribe for Tlic Sun,
1 ,
i He—I told your father I cou'd
I not live without you,
lite—And what did he say?
iiee-Oh! he offered to isaY my
funeral expenses.--Alley Sioper.
The Society of Assurance for Wil-
lows and Orithans was 4be first known
lIfe intetrailise company, and was ess-
itablished in Len e • 'nee,
There's Only 0 ne Way to Get
Rich and That's by Saving.
If you resolve to save it certain portion, however
small, of the money you earn, depos4 it each month
or oftener in our Bank at 4 per cent interest, you'll
he pleased and surprised to find how quickly you will
accumulate a suhstantial sum.. We will loan you a
Home Savings Bank to help you save. 'IGO will
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Average for January, 19'7. 1912
Average for January. 1906 3713
Personally appeared before me,
this Feb. 1 1907, E. J. Paxton, gen-
eral manager of The Sun, who af-
firm. that the above statement of
the circulation of The Sun for the
month of Jan., 19.07, Is true to the
best cot bis knowledge and belief.
PETER PURVEAR,
Notary
My commission expires January
2.2, 1908.
Daily Thought.
"A horns iiilthont books,
cals and nesiiptipers is like
without windows."
ulation, too, would do more to defeat
the 'sanitary precautions the exteut
and ravages the plague warrant, than
to promote them. We do, however,
believe that attending physicians
should be serictly required to report
all such cases at inception and death.
and the health officer should be own-
pelled to fumigate after removal and
perform all such duties as will de-
stroy lingering germs. We have be-
come so accustomed t9 consumption
that the fear of it and the under-
standing of preventative measures
are not sufficiently widespread to
warrant deastic reform measures. We
must educate ourselves to the recog-
nition of consumption as more terri-
ble than smallpox, diphtheria and
scarlet fever.
Governor VarcbaMan has given
proof of his sound discretion in avoid-
ing a joint 'debate with Congressman
John Sharp Williams. Vardaman
may measure ap well with the aver-
age Mississippian, but in the present
campaign for the United States sena-
torship be will have to compare
measurements with John Sharpe Wil-
liams, and Williams is a public man
of extraordinary proportions for any
state. It may be, nay probably will
be.. that Vardaman, being a politician
capable of things to which John
Sharpe Williams would not stoop, will
win the toga, but that will be 'Missis-
sippi's misfortune. With John Slearlfe
Williams in the senate Missiesippi
would outrank every other Democrat-
ic state in the amount of brain repre-
sentation in the upper house; and
there would have to be considerable
improvemeut In most of the Republi-
can states' representations to com-
pare favorably with that of Missis-
sippi.
Wbile we a:1 deplore the tense-
Hone}, exaggerated methods of "yel-
low" journalism, there is a degener-
ate type of the so-called "Independ-
ent" newspaper that does more to
being the craft into disrepute than
the worst phase of "yellownese."
That is the sheet that publishes rank
Political falsehood's) in the guise of
news for a emelt confederation. some-
time., to be sare, the editor' is not
particeps criminis and is imposed on
by a reporter, but fetich cases are
such obvious "smoke-ups" to a train-
perIodi- ed newspaper man, that the editor
a house frhould investigate it. When a news-
paper prints a story that doesn't
  hold together about a matter
THE, 4I8jMPHIS IDEA.
Memphle is to choose a new super-
intendent of 'public schools and the
Commercial-Appeal takes a v:ew of
the problem that is sufficiently naive,
and original, to be worthy of preserv-
ation.
SAYS thte ' semmercial-Appeal in
part:
It seems to us an almost ludo-
fen al Wei, propos' t ion that Mem-
lie134101114 turn down her own
educatoishanci‘ go abroad experi-
menting. Ifheve should elese a
strange': in' ch:arge of our schools
It would take him several years
to get in thorough touch with
our system. He might be an
entire aden to our manners and
line of thought. He might want
to ohange the entire system here.
He might be out of harmony
with the teachers.
Manifestly the Commercial-Appeal
considers the Memphis sehool system
a time honored end hallowed Institu-
tion, which local pride and patriot:am
dictate shall he preserved in its pris-
tine purity, unchanged by time and
undefiled by the irreverent hand of
a stranger, The Commercial-Appeal
thinks It would take the "stranger
several years to get in thorough
touch with our system. He might
want to change the -entire system
bore.-
Verily. the Commerciel-Appeal
means the stranger might "wish" to
change the entire system. Memphis
might "want" a change and not
know it.
Ordinarily, here, where our school
system has been a gradual evolution,
and where constant changes are nec-
essary to keep up with the ternee, the
wheel system has not been perfected
to that State, which Memphis apper-
ently has reached, where any change
would be a deterioration. We expect
tee superintendent to bring *badges
In the system with him. We are
looking for "aliens to our line of
thought," because we bellere that one
tine of though4 means a "rut" and
we want, nay we wish, to be gotten
out of any rut into wthkt we may
have fallen, and Me only means we
know of is to ?secure people with new
Hues of thong*
•1'41or
Owing to the nature of the "great
white plague", which causes the pa-
tient to linger, perhaps, for years.
eornetimee up and able to attend
somewhat to business, part of the
lime confined to the house or bed,
but always dentsmling attention and
diversion that, win keep his mintt
from his disease. it seems impracti-
cable to placard the house In which a
patient lives, thus having his doom
writ before his eyes, and the warn-
ing staring other memeers of the
'faintly in the face continually. Such a
with which it is not in touch, and
fails to mention names, dates or
places, or give reasons for not doing
no, the readers may well wonder who
tapped a barrel,
We are inclined to the belief that
Lawyer Dermas is establishing the
ineanity defense most common in
homicide cases; that his client was
crazy just long enough to kill his
man.
GOOD ROADS.
"Good oads." is the universal
cry, from one end of western Ken-
tucky to the other, and the threaten-
ing discontinuance of rural routes,
occasioned by the present condition
of the public highwape Is enough to
Inspire and sper up the people to
some consideration of the question.
The sane thing is, that good roads
are an investment rather than an en-
tailed expense, which maybe expen-
Rive at the start, but compounds the
Interest and in the long run pays back
the expenditure, an hundred-fold.—
Wingo-Ontlook.
TEACHERS' SALARIES.
Teachers,' even more than Con-
gressmen, deserve higher salaries.
It is a material age, The man who
fashions the walls of a house is aeld
to a higher test of skill, and is paid
better for his. work, than he who
molds the mind of a cnild. Brick-
layers in San Francisco get $8 per
day: Harriet Jones teaches school In
I.uzerne County, Pennsylvania, for
the same sum per week, and is given
employment only nine months in the
year. Masons in Calgary, Canada,
get $5.40 a day, or $140 a month:
Lawrence Amos teaches school In
East Brandewine Township, Pennsyl-
vania, for $4 a month. Many teach-
er's are paid less than hod-carriers.
College 'professors are worse off, In
proportion, than teachers. The aver-
age salary paid to professors in Co-
lumbia Is 13.746.85, to adjunct pro-
fessors men 'between thirty and for-
ty, with a dozen years of service to
their credit, $2.126.92. Such figures
are little less than a public scandal.
No male teacher to any community
should be paid less than enough to
shipPort decently a wife and five
cffilldren. In every community the
teacher should have a position of dig-
nity•and emolument equal to that of
the banker and the professional man.
Schools ought not to ne the last refu-
ge for economic dregs not wanted by
burliness. They should attract -lino
keep in their service the beet talent.
Feet, dealing with this condition,
both oonceraIng communities where
the rate of pay remains scandalously
lqw. and where it has been ,raised,
should-haye wide circulation. Col-
lier's would like to hear fromithopereentatirin wou'd In some mealcure who halm fast; to_Trrd:--
COFFEE COMPANY
ORGANIZED TO TAKE OVER E. W.
IttsCKMON'S BUSINI.14S.
Has Outgrown Plant and Enlarge..





The organization of this con*any
at this time M a very clear demon-everyone, those who were fully cloth- tration of whet may be done in thised suffered from frozen faces and locality by men of ability who on-numbed feet, but there were many derstand and attend to the businesswho bad on only their night clothes.
Suffering man (subs Throat.
One man in the captain's boat,
suddenly driven insane by intense
suffering, cut ibis throat and fell dead
in the bottom of the boat, where his
body remained unheeded.
Fisher's Point, the nearest point of
land, was not quite five miles west-
ward of the point where the steamer
went down and every boat imme-
diately headed for that place. But
the boats were heavy and the men at
the oars were weak. A 5e mile gale
blew on their backs as the men
strained at the ice covered. oars in a
hopeless endeavor to overcome the
ba.ndicap againirt Which they were
struggling.
The boats and rafts soon became
separated and the only details of the
terrible disaster which could be
learned here were given when Mc-
Vey 's boat came ashore.
Human Blocks of Ice.
Officials of the Joy Line received
a detailed report from Oaptain M.
Gray, of the steamer Kentucky, which
went to the scene of the Larchmont
wreck today. No one was found
aboard and Gray said there was about
five feet of water in the staterooms





neared the spot, the





ice and as he
neared the beach, discovered that the
blocks of lee coveted 'human bodies.
In the bottom of a boat in which
people had left the Lraeohmont, he
found 1Z bodies, several of them
women. These the captain said had
frozen to death in the boat, while
drifting about in the sound.
.FOR SALR—Attractive cottage of
fire rooms, solid stone steps, brick
walk around house, shade trees, good
grates with chimneys of brick built
from ground, water In kitchen and
yard, lot 40x165 to 10 foot alley,
buggy house, coal house, stable, etc.
Prfre $1,500. Call telephone 127. H.
C. Hollins, Real Estate, Trueheart
-"A man who is always forget-
ting his hetet intentions may be said
to be a thoroughfare of good mania-
Lions," wrote a clever woman— not
as a description of those who "put
or' advertising especially, but of
procrastinators in general.
The first wheelee carriages were
used in France in 1559.







I Season's Freshest Ii
FROZEN TO DEATH
(Continised from page owe.)
she could be freed from the doomed
steamer. Every hand in the boat was
to cold to handle a knife and cut the
ropes, which, howerier, slipped
through the tackles and set the bout
adrift just as the vessel became stile
merged.
The pitiable condition of the Pas-
eengers was increased a hundred fold
the moment they had launched their
boats. Every wave sent its dash of
sPnays over the boats and their con-
tents. Soon a coating of lee enveloped
Incorporation have just
the E. W.
In which they are engaged.
The new corporation will take over
the business of B. W. Bockmon. Mr.
Borkerfon will be at the head of the
new corporation, which insures its
success.
B. W. Bockmon, some years ago,
'began in a small war to conduct the
business of buying, selling and roast-
ing and grinding coffees and. spices
and the handling and rehandling of
teas of all kinds, Hie business has
grown and spread out until he now
finds it necessary to increase his
capital, broaden his field of operation
[and start in operation another indue-
trial Corporation for the city of Pa-
ducah, wieich will in time, not only
be a credit to the gentlemen having
Rs management in charge, but will
be a credit to the eptire community.
By the terms tof the articles of in-
cPrpomtion, the capital sleek is $25,-
tele, divided into 1,000 shares of the
Par value of $25 each; the stock Is
fully paid up and non-assessable, and
will be divided into two classes, pre-
ferred and. common. The preferred
stock will be a 7 per cent dividend
paying stock, and. the common stock
will, after the payment of the pre-
ferred dividends, draw 7 per cent.
Any .additiona? earnings will be
equally divided between the two
classes of stock.
Mr. Bockmon, knowing the possi-
bilities of this business, will put his
entire plant in the new corporation,
and will accept common stock in pay-
ment for same. It is understood that
such stock as will be offered for sale
will he sckl only., to merchants en-
gaged in the grocery business, so
that the corporation will be co-oper-
salve in its scope. •
• If the city of Paducah had many
such institutions as thie one prom-
Mee to be, it would make this one of
the more prospertiiis .communitieft of
the eouth. A mad' who takes a bile-
ness, bogies at ttie bottom, under-
standing every detail, investing his
own capital and time to develop it,
is the man who will build a lasting
euccess in the -mature he undertakes.
SHOP DEPARTMENT MAKES
RE(X)RD *ITN TO A FIRE
The private lire department of the
Illinois Central shops has been reor-
ganized and a new record established
In quick runs. Hose reel, No. 1, hand
propelled, made a run of more than
three squares over tracks and ob-
structions of every kind in the shop
yards and had a stream of water
playing on an imaginary fire In one
minute and twenty-eight seconds.
The members of the private fire de-
partment thke a great delight in the
practice runs.
Traffic Increasing.
Yesterday three sections of pas-
senger trains, No. 122, were 'run out
of Paducah "light" because of the
1 
f big business on the Paducah district, 
but Oda four were sent out. The
business Is increasing so rapidly thatl
employes are lighting hard to handle
i
It without delay.
. YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAlilivery dose make* you feel better. Lax Foe•
keeps your Whole Insides right. Sold on the
monay.back plan everywhere Price So, mtg.
, There are big black shadows he-
hind the life tliat seeks the limelight.
What Osteopathy Win Do.1 There are but few people who have
not heard of Osteopathy, also of
some of its achievements. But there
are far too many who have accredit-
ed it with being good for only those
conditions from which they have
been cured, or which have come un-
der their observation. Not infrequent-
ly there is mutual surprise when one
who was cured of rheumatism meets
another who has been cured of asth-
ma or constipation. This is a homely,
1 NEW STORE 
but very true Illustration.
Personally, I have cured chronic' 
cases of constipation, rheumatism,
asthma, nervousness, neuralgia ana
1 headaches for I people whom youknow well, and the value of the Os-teopathic treatment, is but corning
1
Atratilira-aftilikawatt#4441faiellititi strongly abouttiCtOirAttsten are eppteled lead ranee the-'eondittrm -±-Yrorn Content Mrtheir segregation In time. Such a reg- jainary 12, 1907. • lir"slilliheall.10111"Wimielea1.111
Offerings
As usual are first
displayed
at the
Drop in if only to see
what is what in hat
styles this season.
Nothing but the cor-
rect things are hete.
•
t
• gheonuelrdallbye.known ha Paducah. as It
Should 
I I 
any time about your particu 
should like to talk with you at
and know I can rite yoletekeolhe of
your friends who
lare








516 Broadway. or obese 1.1o7 any
1
time from 9 to 12 or 2 to S 1). in
DR. G. 13. FROAGIC.
Follow the Crowds 
THIS WEEK










































morning from 9 to 11 the mothers of
young Paducah will certainly have a rare oppor-
to buy HOOD RELIABLE BOYS' AND CHILDREN'S SUITS at
far below the actual cost of the material used in
manufacture. Our ENTIRE STOCK of Boys' and Chil-
SUITS has been divided into two items, which are
between the hours mentioned at the extremely
prices quoted below:
Item No. 1
Includes Boys' and Children's Suits, double-breasted, Nor-
folk., Buster Browns, blouses, etc. SOO Suits that s old
up to $5.00. Your choice for two hours 
$2.43only • 
Item No. 2 
Includes Boys' and Children's Suits, double-breasted, Nortolks,Buster Browns, blouses, etc. 320 Suits that sold up ,to$10,00. Your choice for two hours
only $3.69
Not more than one suit of a size to each cus-tomer. '
Positively no sales at these prices after 11 o'clock.

























adies 9"clilor digits, $15.00
Valued, Aid Week For
$4.90
-For De Pendley ring 416.
-Dr. Gilb‘rt, osteopath 4004
Broadway, Phone 196.
-Drink Belvedere the master
brew.
--The Mission church of the First
Baptist church, located on North
Twelfth street is to he enlarged as
soon as the weather will permit, at a
cost of $9.010. The attendance had
outgrown the building.
-Upright pianos from $150 to
$200, to reduce our stock of slightly
used pianos we make these offers. W.
T. Miller & Bro., 518 Broadway.
-Weddeng invitations, announce-
ments ant' . every character of en-
graved work is given careful, per-
sonaU4'attentIon at The Sun.
-Sexton, the sign writer, all
kinds of sign and advertising writing,
tine painting of every character, m-
ade work and carriage painting and
repairing. Phone 401
-Fine carnations at 50c per dozen
at Br:lessons, 529 Broadway.
-Chief of Police James Coleins
has ordered policemen to provide
themselves with whistleti so that the
reuedernen may• locate them with
ease.
-Globe Wernicee filing oases and
all supplies for them, also the best
line of crarbons. A full line of blank
books and all kinds of office supplies.
Telephone orders promptly filled. -04.1
phone 436. R. D. Clements & Co.
-You know your calling cards
are Gorrect when they come from The
Sun. Script cards and plate $1.50 a
hundred, he Old Englenh $3.
-Mr. Will C. Utterback has re-
moved one of the eltieet barns in the
city, in the rear of his residence on
Madison street between Fourth and
Fifth streets. It has stood for more
than, 25 years. A residence will be
built on Its site.
-place your orders for wedding
invitations at home. The Sun shows
as great an assortment as you find
anywhere at prises much lower than
you pay eirewhere.
-Belvedere beer is a home pro-
duct. Remember that.
-Get your meals at Whitethead's
restau rant, 215 Broadway. these bad
days. Nice, polite service guaran-
teed.
_The revival at the Mechanics-
buig Methodist church is Itrareasing




f the Rev. C. P. Adams.
egation was large last
the interest deep. There
was quite a stir among the Christian
people of all denominations. There
were several tequests for prayer.
-City subscribers to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must notify our col-
lectors or make their requests di-
rect to Tn. Sen office. No attention
will be paid to each orders when
liven to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co
-Drink Belvedere the Paducah
OW.
-When you order a rig from us
Su are talking to one of the pro-
letors or capable clerks (not a
Iver or hostler) who writes, files
Fill, the oredr at appointed time.
Wier Transfer Co.
E. Jennings has moved his
Eertate and Insurance office
Fraternity building arross the
' Mat to loer floor of Trueheart
blIng. No. 524 Broadway,
'di.° persistent are school children
in !eating through the relit:me
ys and meeting off several seuares
waito the Washington school, that
lllis Central officials have locked
Oil( gate leading from the shop
Se into Kenturey avenue. There
many more engines in thear
eth eds. occasioned by coaling at
e4v 
the \led hietee, and more danger
okertinesperieneed persons in the
yard





rge; tenor. Ink chemist
ker and junior elerk,
on iMarch 11; and
wet plate -ehotographer and w I reman,
March G.
MRS. CAMPBELL
IS VERY MUCH IMPROVED TO-
DAY-FAMILY IS HOPEFUL.
She Regained Consciousness Today,
and Her Physicians Are
Encouraged.
The improvement In the condition
of Mrs. Bertle Fowler Campbell, who
has been so de-sperately Ill of conges-
tion of the brain at the home of her
mother Mrs. Laura Fowler, 727
Broadway for two days is very
marked today. The reliant fight made
all day yesterday by her phrsicians
has been rewarded and she has been
quite conscious since early this morn-
ing and seems quiet and free from
any severe suffering. The physicians
and family feel greatly encouraged
and if there is no relapse during the
next few days, she will be quite out
of danger. Mrs. Campbell's exceed-
ing popularity makes this announce-
ment a matter of general good news
throughout the city.
Mrs. Mary Campbell., of Winches-
ter, Va., and Master John Campbell,
who is attending school there, are ex-
pected to arrive in the morning, hay-
al
news of Campbell's Illness was
received.
ASH WEDNESDAY SERVIces.
Held This Morning at St. Francis de
Salve.
Services for Ash Wednesday was
held this merning at the St. Francis
de Sales Catholic church at 8 o'clock.
There will be services, also, tonight
at 7:30 o'clock. Throughout Lent
there will be mass every morning at
7 olc:ock, and evening service Wed.
nesday arid Friday at 7:30 o'ciock.
There was service with Holy Com-
munion this morning at Grace Epis-
copal church and there svIll be servi-
ces again tonight at 7:30. Tomorrow
afternoon at 4:30 and Friday even-
ing at 7:30 Lenter services will be
held.
TO WEARERS OF DUNLAP HATS.
Saturday, February 10th, will be
Dunlap Hat Day at Wellie'n. Al) the
new and exclusive Dunlap blocks for
spring will be on display.
-"Infinite toll would not enable
you to sweep away a mist: but by
ascending a little you may look over
It altogether." And so, whet. a store
gets involved in the mist of half.
(allure, the merchant may $o en-
large his advertising that he can "see
his way out."
HertoneGreaff.
William F. Horton, a well known
young saddiernaker, and Miss Clau-
die M. Greaff were married Sunday,
February 10. Mr. Horton is the son
of Constable J. W. Horton, of 300
Harrison street, and his bride the
daughter of Mr. Joe Greaff, of 615
North Seventh street. Both are well
known and popular young people.
Resentful Lenten Custom.
The ladies of Grace Episcopal
church will speed Thursday at the
parish houee sewing for the Home of
the Friendless. It will be an "aH
day sewing nee" and many bney fin-
gers and machines will speed the
work. One day last Lent was set
aside for this good work and the lit-
tle folks at the Home were made
happy with oomfertable and pretty
clothes galore.
Wooden Wedding Prettily Celebrated.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert S. Marttn en-
tertained a number of their, friends
very delightfully last evening at
their home on West Monroe street, in
celebration of the fifth anniversary
of their wedding. The house was dec-
orated th'roug'hout with red hearts
and ferns and the effect .was espec-
ially attractive. The refreshments
were a pretty emphasis of both the
red color motif and the "wooden"
Idea, the Ices, cakes and punch being
in red and chocolate effects.
In a 'book and song contest the
+tidies represented some book in their
costumes and the gentlemen a song.
The prizes for the most succeseful
guesses in this contest were taken by
by Mrs. L. A. Albritton and MT. John
Davis. In a Valentine post card
'puzzle contest, Mr. John Davis capt-
ured the honors.
Mr. and Mrs. "Martin received a
number of pretty gifts of wood as
souvenirs of the day.
There were ,forty guests peewee
Those from out of town were: Mrs.
Marianna Mayes, of Sittelielel; MTS.
R. B. Johnson, of ralaylield; MTS.
Charles Carney, of Marfiele; Miss
Agnes Carney, of Mayfield'.
Valentine Social,
A Valentine social will be given at
Mee Marvin Ragsdale's, at Lone Oak
tomorrow night,
Attractive Concert Program.
The entertainment to be given on
Way ereeing in the lecture room
of the First Christian church under
the auspices of the Church Furnish-
ing Society, will consist of a number
of attractive musical and literary se-
lections by local talent. The follow-
ing is the program for the evening:
1. Trio-- Miss Mare -Bondurant,
Clerk and Robert Beocierant.
2. Vocal solei-Mr. Richard Scott,
3. Recitation-Miss Julia Dabney.
4. Instrumental duet-Mies Ada
Brazelton and Mrs. George B. Hart.
5. Vocal solo-Mr. Emmett Bagby.
6. Quartette-Mrs. Lela Lewis,
Miss Mantis Dryfuss, Messrs. Emmett
Bagby mid Curtis Polk.
7. Vocal solo-Miss Dry-fuss.
8. Recitation-Miss Brooks Smith.
9. Vocal solo-Mrs. Lela W.
Lewis.
10. Vocal solo, with violin and
piano accompaniments-Mr. Curtis
Polk.
II. Cornet solo-Robert Bond*.
rant.
Civics Department Meeting.
The department of civics of the
Woman's club meet tomorrow
morning at Pe o'clock with Miss
Adine Morton, 61.2. Broadway.
see'
Lutheran ,Social League Entertained.
,Mr. and Mrs. 0. D. Schmidt enter-
tattled the Lutheran Seidel League
most pleasantly last evening at their
home on Hes:ahem boulevard, with a
bubble party. The first prize; were
Why Smith Left Home.
Mr. Obadiah Smith
Frightened all his kin and kith
To insiort*MNit41371
luAting
°PON t69 paper went to prem.
Or be eft .n dir• detrese;
For his cook had flown th• coop.
L•svine Madam in tha
captured by Miss Annie Bundeeman
and Mr. Gus Weiman The booby
prize seat to Miss Ida Neiman. A
delichtfua luncheon was served later
In the evening. There were 24
guests present at the enjoyable oe-
casiou.
Misses Lingle Decus and Mamie
Johnson, the former of luka, and the
latter of Calvert City, are the guests
of Mes Ifelmonla Bennett, of Harri-
son street,
Mr. M. K. Rite has just returned
from Cincinnati.
Mrs. BC K. Rice has
from a brief Illness.
Mr. N. G. Cook, cashier
National
Al and Earl Foreman
returned from Chicago, where
attended the automobile show.
Engineer Henry Fr.sz, formerly of
Paducah, but now of Central City,
will arrive in a few days to visit
friends. He base been paralyzed for
many months, and 16 Slowly reZover-
ing.
Miss Lucile Mirth, of 330 North
Ninth street, is recovering from a.n at-
tack of grip.
Capt. W. C. Clerk is recovering
from a two weeks' illness.
Deputy Sheriff Gus Rogers is ill of
grip.
Mr. E. Reiskopf Is ill of neuralgia.
Col. J. E. Potter is ill of grip.
Mr. J. P. McElrath, of Murray.. is
In the city oti business.
Judge L. H. James, of Marion.Ky.,
father of Congressman 011ie James,
is In the city on business.
Mr. William McNamara, supervison
of track of the Loulsvil:e division of
the Illinois Central, is in the city.
Master Mechanic R. J. Turnbull,of
the Illinois Central, went to Louis-
ville this morning on business.
Mr. Fred Walker, the Illinois Cen-
tral machinist, is and unable to be
on duty.
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Quarles left
this afternoon over the Nashville,
Chattanooga and St. Louie on an ex-
tensive trip through the south. They
will be gone about two months. The
first stop will be in Chattanoogathen
Atlanta Ga., Jacksonville, Fla., Tam-
pa, Fla., thence to Cuba.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Tatum, of the
Cairo road, are parents of a boy baby
born last night... ...
Miss Susannah Dabney, who has
been sick with diphtheria, Is much
better and able to bg up.
Dr. H. A. Smith this morning
for Vincennes, Ind., cp short visit.
Miss Bessie Lou Watts, and MILS-
ter Owen Robinson, are at Maxon
Mills visiting Mrs. Katie Walker.
County Judge R. T. Lightfoot will
go to Dawson Friday for his health.
The Rev. J. W. Blackard, D. D., is
visiting relatives in Jeckeon, Tenn.
Engineer John Rean, who was
struck yesterday morning by the coal
hoist bucket and seriously Injured,
Is resting better today,
Mrs. C L.. Carney and Mrs. R. E.
Johnson are the nests of their sis-
ter, Mrs. Robert Martin, of 1200
Monroe street.
Bob Draffere who has been visit-
ing In the city, returned home to Pa-
ducah Tuesday at noon. His family
will return Wednesday.- 3ilayfield
Monitor. •
Miss Gussie Smith, the stenogra-
pher, has removed her office to Ea-
ton & Boyd's law office In the Fra-
ternity building.
4.44.44.44.4.+++5e
IN THE COURTS  t
Oti-e41-1-11-1-41-1-r•rb4
Suits Filed,
'Nf. C. and J. K. Forbes, Hopkins-
vire, Ky., doing business as Forbes
Bros., against W, T. Ledford to se-
cure two notes, one for $53.75 11111.1
the second $98.98,
The Mergenteeler-Horton
company against Henry Ramphandol
and B. T. Settles to remove logs at
recovered .the mouth of Olark's river so that
plaintiff can raft logs out into theof the City Tennessee river. The petition statesbank, of Fulton, Ky., is in that the defendant's logs have kept.the city, 
the plaintiff from steering its logsDispatcher J. B. Alvey, of the Ulf- for more than a month, and asks fornois Central forces at Fulton, Ky., $1e0 damages. Judge Reed issuedwas in Paducah yesterday on bust- an order for a removal of logs by theness.
Messrs. 
defendant, and pieced the taaintiff
have under a bond. of $60.0, giving until
they Monday for removal.
James J. Banks, guardian in. Col-
orado for Melee Randle, against the
Globe Bank and Trust company to
secure $1,5010 in the bank's elands for
his ward. The bank is the guardian
in this state. It is a mere formality
in order to legally transfer the
funds.
Ajudgment of dismissal was filed
In the case of F. G. ,Rudolph, admin-
istrator of Bozeman, against the Pru-
dential Insurance company,
S. Fels Bros. & Reuble against the
Merchants' and Miners'e.Transporta-
eon company and the Nashville,Chat-
tanooga and St. Louis for $127.70 for
a lost box of goods.
UNDERTAKER DE TROP.
Child Was Not Dead and He Hur-
riedly Left.




Charles E. Jennings, Henry Y.
Lehnhard and W. Armour Gardner
were named yesterday afternoon as
aeleraitsere of the estate of E. Reh-
kopf, and this morning began their
work in order that the inventory may
be filed at the earliest date possible.
It is the intention of creditors to
have the case wound up ete quickly
as possible and no time will be
wasted.
Deeds Filed.
Simon Perdew to Thomas Myers,
property in the county, $1 and other
considerations.
-Marriage /Accuses.
A:bert Crane to Goldie B. Jack-
son.
C. W. Derrington to S. A. Wilson.
In Police Court.
Annie and leborencedexon, Fannie.
Baker, Guasie White and Mary Hen-
delPti.,enred. WWI _fined i$:X said
costs each this morning in police
court, and Mary Pendleton and Isa-
belle Buckner were dismissed for a
general breath of peace. They en-
caged in a rough-and-tumble fight in
a dance ball two nights ago.
Sam Barker, colored, struck Will
Hathaway, colored, while drunk and
in a mean humor, and was fined $40
and costs.
Other oases: Young Taylor, breach
of peace, left open; Dude Stone, col-
ored, petit larceny, dismissed; Mary
Jones, colored, disorderly conduct,
$10 and costs; Jim Sehurer, drunk
euness, $1 and cotes.
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Palmer----W. Le Mont, Louisville;
W. F. Carroll, Louisville; C. R. Mc-
Creen, Chicago; R. B. BnchananNew
York; G. M. Braham, Cincinnati: W.
A. Baldwin, Baltimore; George Cra-
mer, Cincinnati; H. H. Woods, St.
Louis; W. E. Evenson, Janesville,
Wis.; B. E. Martin, Salem; E. S.
Stoker, Louisville; T. E. Phillips,
New York; A. L. Harrington, Nash-
ville: T. C. Taber, Peru, Ind.
Belvedere-J. C. Parsons, Smith-
land; W. af, &rod, Nashviile, Tenn.;
E. Murphy, Louisville; George Say-A. Curran a
der, New York; P. Griffin, Baltimore.was ce"leci 10 the 1191118 
of 
Nichc4"1 New Richmond-AS D. Bishop,Persique, 5 Eecher street, to prepare
for his poleorious fluids,
he was astonished to see
twitch.
Investigation showed that the eteld
was lain alive. The undertaker Our-
eiedly took his departure, after Pa-
claiming to the parents; "You want a
doctor Instead of a funeral director."
A doctor was summoned and the
child was fully revived. The house
has now been changed from One of
sorrow to one of rejoicing. The Phy-
sician believes the baby will recover.
kimithiande J. 11. Chambers, Hamlets-the body of a child, one of twins, for!
ourial. He completed preliminary! 
g'Ill Y.
land; Louis Teman, New Liberty, 
Can furnish good references. Callarrangements for embalming whtenhe'
remise, and was about to make en in-1 We J. W. Hillis, Union, City. Ann.; 685-r•  
G. H. Stiabreaker, SmIthland; J. G. FOR RENT-Four-room flat, gee,elsion
its body Littleton, Puryear, Tenn.; W. J. electric light and water, furnished or
Wells, Vireet; W. Y. Mathis, Milan, unfurnished. Apply 14/8 South
Tenu.; Hob Heath, BirminghaM; Third street
John Cross, St. Charles; E. R. Al- FOR SALE-N4
britton Barlow; D. A. McDaniel, built for gasoline
A PILE OF SILVER
4 U
Forks that were $2.50
Now $01
Table Spoons $2 to $3
Now $1
Tea Spoons $1.50 to $2
Now 75c
Knives $2.00 to $3.00
Now $1
U Must B Quick I
6E0.0. HART & SONS CO
EAT at Whitehead's restaurant.
HORSE for vale, bargain. George
Skelton, 817 South Fifth.
FOR RENT-Warehouse or shop,
Second and Tennessee. Phone 222.
FOR Heating and Stovewood ring
437 F. Levin.
CLOIHES cleaned and repaired.
Jas. Duffy, Phone 956-a.
OVERSTREET, the painter. New
Phone 1023. old -phone 975,
FOR RENT-One furnished room,
918 Monroe.
FURNISHED ROOM for rent. Ap-
ply 509 Washington.
THREE unfurnished rooms- for
rent. All conveniences, 949 Harrison.
FOR SALE-Kitchen .1-sage al-
most new. Call 201 Fountain Ave.
FOR RENT-One furnished room.
333 S. Third street.
WANTED-Two furnished rooms
for light housekeeping near I. C.
shop.. Address C. care Sun.
FOR RENT-4'm) farm in city
limits. Splendict for gardening pur-
poses. Address ̀ X., care Sun.
WANTED-A young lady that has
had some experience in bookkeeping.
Address Lock Box S. S.
MONEY TO LEND-AS. T. Randie,
real estate and insurance. room No.
3, American-German National bank.
FOR SALE-One bedroom suite,
one couch, one Brussel' carpet. Ap-
ply 1319 Clay. Old phone 2762.
FURNISHED rooms for rent with




An unusual proceeding was forced
upon Constable B. F. Sears this
morning. He had to release an at-
taehment on the grocery store and
stock of A. J Earle* on the Bentots
road after be attached it a few 'lays
before, because two different judg-
ments had been entered In the ease
of lb. Continental Insurance compa-
ny against A. J Earles. The attaih.
'W
ut the •defoudant's attorney later
tound a judgment entered 1-1 County'
.Judge R. T. Lightfoot's court in fa-
vor of 'the defendant
Basket
I Sc. sea Henry Johnson hsve been
Pace, Tenn.
-Major Winner, and wife, the
Liliputions who are at Rudy Phil-
lips & Co. this week, are very inter-
esting people, and the store has been
crowded all week with interested
spectators, attracted by the pair.
The major is a very Intelligent gen-
tleman. He has traveled all over this
country, and many of the foreign
countries, and 'peaks of them very
intelligently. He is very much inter-
seed in children, and Is never more
pleased than when holding forth for
their pleasure. Tomorrow he will es-
say the role of St. Valentine and give
• valentine to each boy and girl call-
ing at the Rudy, Phillips & Co. store.
LAKALLU-ataraladeikan. taintanteane
erY'a cottri on bha claneits of dean-
crating a gravevaxd in the St. JcAms
neighborhood. Miss Tommie WaRece
brought tb• charge, alleging the"( door.
WANTED-At once, at The Sun
Job Rooms three girls to fold. Ap-
ply Thursday at 8 o'clock.
WANTED-Position by a dry
goods saleeman of long experienee.
w boat 1.0141.
power. Apply W.
N. Payne, care Barksdale Bros,
Third and Kentucky avenue.
they WhetVed down a tree in al/Hyatj
LOST--Small black • crodieted
purse containing $1.04 at the post
office. Return to this office and re-
ceive reward.
SEND your elotiess to the Fault-
/ere Presides club, 3024 Broedway.
High & Browder, proprietors. Pees
phones 1507.
FOR RENT-Two brick store
homes, Eleventh and Broadway, one
Owe-story brick business house,
Thirteenth and Cr. Paducah Brew-
tog company,wILII•buil'd to ati-lt tenant south-
west corner Kentucky avenue and
Fourth street. Most promising retail
corner in Paducah. George Hag-rm.:N.
Old 'phone 1865.
ellrOils..S.Zbawellirse-iseeesiSeeteee-• ter
the Greet. Stsetheru Tea end Codee
eortipany on eeceind street. Apply to
Bledertnen Distflling eompany, next
• e
Subscribe ter she Sen, • grave yard. Subee.lbe ter The See,
NOTICE TO PROPERTY OWNERS
Many owners of property in the
city of Paducah who have been look
log for buyers will be interested in
knowing that we can diSpOtie of
their holdings at fair prices. We have
a constantly ;crewing demand for
real estate and at present are very
IIMIOUS to sevure for clients property
Of the following description: •
Brick residence, in a respectable
neighborhood, having five or sie
rooms, to cost not more than $345043.
Howse of not less than three rooms
In NleChanicsburg, to cost $1000 or.
$1200.
Brh•lc residence of not more Hum
eight rooms nor less than five, cen-
traill0O-cated.
Five or rtiv room building, either
frame or brick. on Trimble street,not
further WV1,4 tluui 134.51, and to cost
about $1500.
Five room house, convenient to
business port bit of city, to coot about
111500, on terms 1-3 cash, balance in
one, two and three years, with ins
Wrest,
Four room cottage to cost about
$1000.
We also have numerous other calls
for vacant lots and improved proper-
ty in various portions of the city.
Telephone 127 at once and let as
know what you have to offer. Detail.
ed description placed in our hanla
now may meals a quick sale for your
property.
H. C. HOLLINS,
Real Estate, Trueheart Bldg.
FOR SALE-- Good investment
property. Can rent for $0 per
month. Price 5.1.00. Two room house
on Hampton avenue, lot 40x120. Can
be rented $5 per month by elpendl-
tune of $204) additional. H. C. Hol.
lins, Trueheart Bldg. Telephone 127,
John Heirnes, chief engineer of tre
Paducah Water compete:, will' finish
the fire fighting ,water system at
Brookport this week, which he has
been building for several motets.
The plata will cost when finished $7,-
(50 0.
The Eyes Are the Windows
of the Soul
Let in all the light you can. It
Is dangerous to delay. When
you need lasses you need them
badly. You may not knew
wh•ther you dt•••1 tb•rn.
Let, us find out for you.
rya-nu-fait-a 
STEIMFELO OPTICAL CO.
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Extra Values in
Made- to - Oder Trousers
$5.00, $6.00, $7.00
FOR the next thirty days 1
shall make you up a pair
of Trousers from our best im-
ported and domestic woolens
for $5, $6 and $7. In the rem-
nants on hand are pieces of
goods that run up to $12 and
more values and I guarantee
the fit and workmanship of all
work.
SOLOMON
The Popular Price Tailor
113S. Third St. Phone 1018-A
ei see At these benefits. because the
30- interests of the town and country are
BeTTER ROAlse. so Interwoven that to benefit one
‘4.4 aeo helps the other. Of course, it
eeleeste' Ie'eeeeeeleneseesees-e seseseseeasee) costs z;ornething to build good roads
(What bave we that is of any value-
that doesn't cost something?) Bue
the money spent in this direction is
a good investment. Ordinarly, I do
ant believe in the Issuance of'bonds
by a county or munictpality, but
"One of the result% of this improve- where the money is to be spent on
ment has been the wonderful increase good 'eras, it is good business to
in farm values—some of them doubt- raise the money the: way rather than
frig in va:ue wehin tne past rve not rsAe it at ale—Calloway Times.
years. It seems that the peoole gen-
the   in articular
A former Kentuckian now flying
in another state and in a community
where they have macadarezed roads,
writes as follows of the 1 enents of
Improved roads:
rally an l Farmers p
do not fully appreciate tile ,many
benefits to he derived front a more?
perfect system of country roads, not-
withstaniang the work of the govern-
ment and the good roads associations!
in -this I:erection.
The folkeving conerete facts on'
the subect should be conclusive.
eroof:. One horse can pull a larger
oad over a wen macadamized road
than four horses over a typtcal county
road in wet weather, thus saving
horse power and wear and tear on
the wagon and on the driver's temp-
er. Good roads decrease distance, en
abling the ferinor to go to market
quickereearld ey shortening distance
fetTen the Mere t6 market the value
of toe farnt a proportionately in-
creased, and with shorter distance
to school the children of the farmer
receive better edurauon. The dis-
tance between the homes is decreas-
ed, thus encouraging social inter-
course between ue:ghbors, with its
consequent mora: and—Mental uplift-
ing. Churches are made more easily
acceesine and are therefore bound
to prosper more and aeread their
blessings theoughout the community.
There cif) be so doubt as to the
material, Intellectual and moral bene-
fits conferred upon a rural eommuni-
ty by a system of good roads, and of
course the towns • will net rt.T
The Limit of sire.
The mee eminent medical scien-
tists are unanimous In tne conclusion
that the generally accepted limita-
tion of human life is many years be-
low the attainment possible with the
advanced knowledge of which the
race is now possessed. The critical
period, that determines It duration,
seems to be between 50 and CO; the
proper care of the body druing this
decade cannot be too strongly urged;
carelessness then being fatal to
longevity. Natures best helper after
50 is Eleetric Bitters, the 'scientific
tonic mei:eine that revitalizes every
organ C.: the body. .Guaranteed by
all druggists, 50c.
•
Sirs. Drown----Our youngest boy is
wire.
Mrs. Jonee—How so?
Elirrawn---iip went out of the
WILLIAMS FLAYS
GOY. VARDAMAN
In Reply to One of Saucy Ex-
eentive's Flings
something More Than Mere Anti-Ne-
gro Talk .Required in Making
of a Statesman.
WHERE IS HE ON LIVE ISSUES
Paducah 's Health Report
for rear Just Ended
Death Rate Remarkably Low, Owing to Sewerage, sanitary Renate-
'ions and Excellence of City Water teninay—Dr. Graves 'slakes Tabulated
Statement.
Dr. W. T. Graves, city health °M-
(-Cr, has submitted the following re-
port floe the year to Mayor Yelper:
Pachicals, Ky., Jan. 21, 19-07.
To Hon. Mayor Telser and the Hon.
Cepuncil and Aldermanic Board at
the City of Paducah, KY.:
Your •Hottor:—In handing you In
my annual report torn the year 1906.Washington, Feb. 13.— John and especially etrbtnitting the deathSharp Wleiams today gave out an in- rate in its exact numerical order andterview in reply to one by Gov. War- oasertint. necessrarity requires the nom-daman recently, which adds another
interesting chapter to the campaign
for the United States senatorship be-
eween-these two unique Mississippi-
ans. The newspaper fight between the
two ha a grown personal for some
time. Mr. Williams says that he re-
grets that the governor did not ad-
here to his original intention of dis-
cussing measures not men in his
campaign, and continues:
!Woad report of several offices, upon
whet this depends in order that it
egiould be abets:it tele correct, and that
the statistleal average of the death
rate of our city is compute, there-
fore the delay.
The number of deaths having oc-
curred in the city of .1•2tatilica.h, Ky.,
during the year of 190C from any
and all souroes amounts to 434;. In
she order and amount, I eubmit to
Instead of violating it in toto and you tee number and. names of the
discussing me and my imaginary diseases. Also, I wite inelude in this
characteristics, as the jaundiced eye report the amount of deaths each
of a rival candidate sees them, I year for the past six years, viz:
shall do what "ne said he was going 1901, 63.0; 1900, 528; 1903, 531;to do and in discussing measure I 1404, 487; 19.05, 48,3; 1906, 436.shall discuss my views of them and Number of deaths in the city
his views fin as far as I am able to pedueahr Ky., in le011.
ascertain any views he has). I,CO-netimption  
shall in no event discuss him. I seall,pneumonia 
not follow the governor's linguistic ri Still born 
example, for several reasons: FireteSenilitY 
because this style of debating a pub-IPremature births 
J'c question has long since been ta- l iteart dismays
booed. Second, because neither the Typhoid fever
governor nor I would be a very in- Malaria  
teresting topic of discussion to any-0onsgestion  
body, except, perhaps, ourselves:lEironehitis  
third, because If I replied in kind, cEntro-eolitis
and he in kind again, and so on,Paratesis  
there would inevitably arrive a point Dysentery 
4
where the affair wetted cease to be a Railroad aocidents•  
contest between debaters, and would Inanition 
become a contest between sharp- Suicides  ' 
shooters. I Dr npsey 
Another statement referring to the Cancer 
governor's remarks about joint de- I llenIngitis 
bate, says: Gastritis 
If he is really so incapable of self-;Chronic Diarrhae 
government that a difference of epin- lechtrrhosis of the liver 
Oriel shot Ion on a public question provokes'
him to diseourteey, if not to insult, !Enteritis 
then he has demonstrated his unfit-In'eni Pc}is°11
ness for a place in the senate, where 
Telonous
Purtuesus 
C Telfather naa4ted his flugets—Miea Ob- lim u -hemorrhage e he gets the won't of an arg-ese_lr poiserver. trestle or because he is impatient of P̀
son  
Cholera infantum
• "Everybody Should Know." ence, less indeed than one of the pa- 
!teems
says C. G. HaA, a prominent busIne"s
man of Bluff, Mo., that Bucklen's
Arnica Salve is the- quickest and sur-
est healing salve ever applied to so-re,
burn or wound, or to a case of piles.
I've used it and know what I'm ta.k-
leg about." Guaranteed by all drug-
gists, 25c.
room :ast night to laugh when his a man who loses his temper every'
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.. 
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
122424 N. Fourth St. Pho mess 787
ems  
Stands Like a Stone Wall






Buy, your new fence for years to come. Get the big, heavy wires, the
hinge joint, the good galvanizing, the exactly proportioned quality of steel
that is not too bard nor too soft.
aVe can show you this fence in our stock and explain its merits and
superiority, not only in the roll but in the field. Come and see us and get
our prices.
BUY THE BEST
F. H. Jones 1 Co.
Agents for Paducah, Ky.
Also Full Line offiardWare
Corner Second and Kentucky Avenue.
argument. has no manner of halite
gels or doorkeeper's.
T do not charge the governor with
using his academic project of repeal
of the fifteenth amendment as a yell
to conceal his opinions, or lack of
()Malone on real questions. I only say
that the people have a right to know
Specifically and accurately what he
will stand for in rest matters of' fed-
eral legislittion', and -that they will re-
quire something more than mere an-
tinigger utterances to convince them
that he is the best man to send to The
senate. Most of us are as white as
the governor in our politics, and as
true to the traditions, ideals, civiliza-
tion and supremacy of our rare. The
difference between the importance of
Mr. Bryan's proposition to have the
federal government buy and own and
operate the railroads and Gov. Tar-
damanet proposition to repeal the fif-
teenth amendment is that the form-
er will be during his term of office,
if he. ever gets to the eenate, a real
tome and is now being discussed as a
thing that some people hope or oth- etheumatIsm
are fear to see, whereas thee-latter, opium poison
Gov. Vardaman's project, will not be rempeeseee
,Ireotnplished during his or my term Thee,














Int uesersept ton 
Syphilis; 
Throttrbosis 








Softening of brain 
Violenee 
Hedrocephalotis 
Reamed Ownership. tAccidenes) poison  
"My friend Gov Vardaman." said ,1ra.bes mowientertea
Mr. WIttianfs, ' closes by saying that,Pluracy 
until he et convinced that railroads sereema 
are stronger than the people he he, Abeese of the brain .
opposed to federal ownership and op- retemptous laryngitis
eration but that when the time Hemorrhage of menope.ttee
comes that he is toneinced that- the iMenorrharcla mania 
rale-oath are stronger than the peoeFistela In anno 
' then he will favor federal own-.H4morrhage 
•ship. Has It occurred -to him, that, Poratodilla 
e the time ever comet' when the rain'Tephtheria
eessIs are stronger than the people. Spinal ash/errata  
woultiLehen he impossible foe the Crewel. Meson  
'mite either to acquire them or to Mennbraneous croup
, grn them or to operate them unless
, the consent of the railroads and
s their terms? [,
"If the time ever comes when the
.1 treads are stronger than the pen-
se, it will be because a majority of
se people for corrupt or other reu-
ses are with the rallroade I do not
••lieve that the time will ever come
when the Whoa& can Suborn and
corrupt and own and govern and be
stronger than a majority of the Am-
ertean people."
Regular as the Rua."
is an exp-esslon its old as the 'ace.
No doubt the rising and setting of the
sett is the Most regular performance'
jLasiatialms.‘asamms staur-1ssm4111o11e11
eir the Hier aasi bowels when; templet.
ell with Dr. King's New 1,1tP 0111s.
Guaranteed by all druggists. 50C.
of
/
You wile observe in the year of
1901 there were 690 &oaths in Ptu-
rieh. KY. *hike In the year of 1904;
there having occurred 434 deaths. a
differenee of 194 desthe during this
Period, with a gradual increase in
the c•leyee population of from 4 to 6
thousand hessibitants. The mortality
gradually decreasing serh year on
The average of a fraction over 32.
You welt also obearve, during the
seat of tri5 there. occurred 80
deaths from COTlintiMPS1011 ilionse, rum-
pared with 74 deaths from the same
disease during the peer of 1996.
About, the same queen elrifill wet%
pneumonia, 54 Osess trivia( occurred
'during the yea* of 194)6. Oomparet)
96‘40-46-41iseitita, iiiiiiwtsr-totrat--":---- --; - .
The oomment two" dam figures
is ennfined .r,rinelpstly bo 064"Ithmtli^l•
wetce it eems on compatispon Is a
:light per cent, on the increase and
If in any way endemical, whet. in-
deed, I seriously doubt, can be due
only to one cause, which is the soil of
our city, ties being of a oo:d, wet and
marshy, and at the sense time 'sterile
nature, causing the atmosphere
to be harsh and penetrat_
time end by its moisture weighting
the atmosphere, favoring fluctua-
eons, in the temperatures, and the
vicissitudes, generally. This solution
I submit only theoretically, if at ad,
it has any connection whatever with
the pneumonia of our city.
The death rate of consumption
seems US be mere consisteet and reg_
tear, and is very little, if any, out of
proportion or competition, for 11 is a
lamentable fact that, 15 per tent. of
our deaths Is due to tuberenlosis. In
this report you will observe 17
deaths from premature blithe and
26 deaths from still-horns, the two
amounting to 43, one-tenth of the
deaths of all, who died in Paducah
during the year 1906, is
due to stullit causes, amounts
to nothing lees than a
disgraceful catastrophe, a criminal
calamity, not by any means or
terms to be ruled or even regulated
by the laws of sanitation, or hygiene
So we will charge this up to tne ju-
diciary, and moral laws and courts,
and such tribunals, and pass it by.
The number at deaths; from the
typhoid fever in the report yon will
observe is only If, this for the year
of 1906. Only 18 deaths from the
same disease, In 1905. Such decided
reduction of the death 1:st In such a
disease must Indeed be gratifying to
our people, for in years gone by when
our population was some less by a
few thousand, this dreadful malady
numbered its victims by the 50 and
60, yearly. This wonderful decline in
this one marked and peculiar dis-
ease is of itself, pointed evidence of
she improved sanitary condition of
our city.
Typhoid fever is truly and abso-
lutely an enteric fever, directly due
to impure water in the cities; water
that is contaminated by filthy alleys,
sewers, and back premises. This the
condition in the cities', and in the
country, the contamination coming
from the stables, dairies and stock
barns. In the face of these facts the
germ of tephold fever, and Its on
gin, its etiological relation to water
suppees, is flattering proof of the
purity of our drinking water.
The extremely low sleath rate o
tyPIrsed fever, only 12 eases having
developed during the year of 1906
In the city of Paducah, Ky., a city o
near if not quite 30,000 inhabitants
this mortuary decline in the typhoid
fever rating is the consequence, 1
not the result of a gradual and rag
tear decline in this fever, since the
installation of the filter. Other evel
denoes of the purity of the filtered
water of our city Is, that of two
anaetsises having been made since
the filter was attached, this without
the knowledge of a single member of
the Paducah Water company, failed
to find even a trace of organic mat-
ter at all in the water.
Such results as this certainly are
worth the time and efforts of a seri-
ous consideration and reflection of
our little city of 301000 which, 'only
a few years epee, had the unenvia-
ble reputation of -being a veritable!
Miley field and even upon the thresh-1
hold of such premises, can in dellnitel
pride, boast of unfurling her true
colors, removing these tufultnely shac-
kles and proclaim to the world of
being the healthiert city in the un-
ion, and upoma 'strict analyst's and
the finest and
our state of
to temp in any
inspect me of having
best filtered water in
Kentucky, and second
slate or country.
Your honor our death rate,conspar-
ed with the death rate of the city of
"Sunshine," Coloradie, a city of 32,-
000 inhabitants that claims to be a
city and locality of health resort, is
II per cent, less, admitting we have
30.000 Sioeulation.
The statistical rating of our city is
15 1-2 per cent; Colorado City 18.
The ratting frees any and all causes
In, our city is 33; in Colorado City Is
tie Your hotter, these figures cer-
tainly are flattering and bear deckl-
ed evidences of an improved sanitary
oondition of our city. The Muff' of
KILL TH1 COUCH




FOR I OUGHS and 60o & $1.00
s=st s-ad Quickest Cure for 01.
THROAT and L'UNG TROTT!.
LE or MONEY EACH.
OUR SPECIALTY
Hours 8 a. us N P. p. m.
Sunday 9 a m. to 4 p. m.
PHONE 330
The
We are the only dentists in
PadUeish who take out your old
teeth and insert new one!' the
same day. The uld =116 well
trodden paths are good, but the
new paths are better. We have
taken the lead, so conic with us.
Full set of teeth _ ''''' $b 00
Gold Crowns, 22k *3.50
........ fiCk: and up
Remember we use only the
best materials and guarantee all
gold work 10 years.
Hill Dental Co.
204 1-2 Broadway, Over Ckerry's Grocery.
elless 
•







Surplus   50,000
Stockholders liability   100,000
Total security to depositors $250,000 .
Accounts of individuals and firms !solicited. We appreciate
small as well as large depositors and accord to all the same
courteous treatment.
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
OPEN SATURDAY NIG HTS FROM 7 TO S ()CLOCK.
111111111111111111111111M 
Third and Broadway
which Is patent, for the city during
the past few seers has had a. most
excenent health board, the decided
senies.ry and sewer and hospital im-
provement, the city on the first of
January 1907 was cleaner and in a
better sanitary condition' than I ever
knew it. due to the efficient service
of our sanitary officers. These com-
bined ea-uses are due the credit of




eubscribe for The Sun.
Strange But True.
-"Why is a poodle on a frozen pond
like a kiss?" asked one bachelor girl
lof another.
"Because i; is dog-on-ice," said
her slangy friend.
February Lippincott's.
When the gift of a little for char-
ity seems to put a man into mor-
tal pain you may be sure the root
of the evil Is striking down into a
vital spot.
A dead man is soon forgotten
unless he died insolvent.
I CITY TRANSFIR CO
Now located at
Cilauber's Stable.





FREE REAL. ESTATE PRICE LIST
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835
We Use the King of All
Bosom Iron.ers.---Why?
First—Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
Second—The button holes or stud holes match.
Third—Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
and without injury.
Fourth—It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
No other like it in West iientneky. Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.
*STAR LAUNDRV
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Bose Paine, Itebiag, Scabby Skim
DIsseasemi.
Perri:ineptly cured by taking Botanic
Wood Balm.. If you have aches and
pains tn bones, backsand joints. Itching
Seabby Skin. Blood feels hot or thin:
Sweden Ceie„nds. Risings and Bumps on
the Skin. Mucus Ptitches It, youth, Sore
Throat. Pimples, or offensive eruptions;
Copper-Colored Spots or Rash on Skin,
are run-down, or nervous; Ulcers on
any part of the body. Hair or Eye-
brows falling out, Carbuncles or Boils.
Take Botaide Blood Balm, irsarasteed
to cure 4.ren the worst and most deep-
seated cases. Heals all sores, stops
all swellings, make blood pure
and rich. 'completely changing the en-
tire body into a clean, le althy condi-
tion. B. B. B. is the recognised blood
remedy for these conditions.
, Causer Cored.
if you have a persistent Pimple,
Wart, Swellings, Shooting, Stinging
Pains.. take Blood Balm and they will
disappear before they develop into Can-
cer- Manx apparently hopeless cases of
Cancer. Suppurating Swellings, Eating
Sores or tumor cured by B. B. 13.
Ikriaale Rioted Balsa (B. B. IL) is
Plegeant and safe to take. Thoroughly
tested for 30 years. Composed of Pure
Botanic Ingredients. Strengthens Weak
Kidneys and Weak Stomachs, cures
Dyspepsia. Sample seat tree by writ-
ing Blood Balm Co., Atlanta. Ga. Sad&
by Droggists Si per large bottle or seat
by express prepaid. Sold le eadueab
Ky.. by R. W. Welker & Co., W. J. Gil-




Evansville and Paducah Packets.
(Daily Except Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
Hopkins, leave Paducah for Evans-
ville and way landings at 11 a. m.
Special excursion rate now in ef-
fect from Paducah to Evansville and
return, $4.00. Elegant music en the
boat. Tabl unsurpassed.
STEAMER DICK FOWLER
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and way
landings at 8 a. m. sharpe, daily, ex-
cept Sunday. Special excursion rates
now in effeet from Paduceh to Cairo
and return, with or without meals
and room. Good music and table un-
surpassed .
For further information apply to
S. A. Fowler General Pass. Agent, or
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
Fowler-Crumbaugh & Co's. office.
Both phone- No. 33.





Leaves Paducah For Tennessee River
EveryiVednesday at 4 p. in.
A. W. WRIGHT, Master
EUGENE ROBINSON. Clerk
Tbis company is not responsible
for invoice charges unless collecte1




PAIIIICAI, 312-216 Pesten sed Le1111111
27 Colleges in is to:tate'. pOlgIVIONg ita
tared or money itliOUNDED Also teach es,
WAIL, Catalogue will convene you I -r•




D. A. Bailey, Prop.
Newest and beet hotel in the city.
Rabe; $2.00. Two large sample
rooms. Italia reoms, Electric Lights.




Cut Prices in Dental Work Until
April 1st.





Cut this coupon ()stetted beteg
It with you, it is worth ;1.00.
Each persien Is limited to one








By KATHERINE CECIL THURSTON,
Author of "The Circle," Etc.
Copyright. 1904, by Harper Cs Brothers
(Continued from Yesterday.)
-John." the said more seriously.
"there is one point that sticks a little.
Will this great change last?" Her
voice was direct and even, wonder-
fully direct for a woruah. Loder
thought. It came to him with a cer-
tain force that beneath her remarkable
charm might possibly lie a remarkable
character. It was not a pessibility
that had occurred to him befere, and
It caused hint to. look at her a second
time-- In the new. light he saw her
beauty differently, and It interested
him differently. Fleeetofore he had
been inclined to clastreavomen udder
three beads-Idols. amusements and
Ineumbrances. Now it erossed his
mind that a Womatemight possibly fill
another place-the place of a com-
panion.
"You are very skeptical," he said.
still looking down at her.
She did not return his glance. "I
think I have been made skeptical," she
raid.
As she spoke the image of Chileote
ehot through his mind -Chileete. ir-
ritable. -Orions. unstable-and a quick
compassion for this woman so inev-
itably shackled to him followed it.
Eve. unconscious of what was past-
ime in his wind, went on with her sub-
ject.
-When we were naarrled," she said
gently, "I had such a great interest in
things, such a great belief in life. I
had lived in politics, and I was marry-
ing oue of the coming men-everybody
said you were one of the coming men.
I scarcely felt there Was anything left
to ask for. You didn't make very ar-
dent love:" she smiled. "but I think
I had forgotten about love. I wanted
nothiug so much as to be like Lady
Sarah-married to a great inane' She
paused, then went on more hurriedly:
"For awhile things went right; then
slowly things weut wrong. You got
your-your nerve's."
Loder Changed his position with
something of abruptness.
She misconstrued the action.
"Please don't think I want to be
disagreeable," she said hastily. "I
don't. I'm only trying to make you
understand why-why I lost heart."
"I think I know," Loder's vaiee broke
in involuntarily. "Things got worse,
then still worse. You found interfer-
enee useless. At last you ceased to
-Until a week ago." She glanced up
quickly. Absorbed In her own feel-
ings, she had seen nothing extraor-
divary in his words.
But at hers Loder changed color.
"It's the most incredible thing in the
world," she said. "It's quite Incred-
ible, and yet I can't deny It. Aisainst
an my reason,, all my experience, all
my Inclination. I seem to feel in the
lest week soatething of what I felt at
first." She stopped with an embar-
rassed laugh. 'It seems that, as if by
nitigie. life has been picked up where I
dropped It six years ago." Again she
stopped and laughed. '
Loder was keenly uncomfortable, but
he could think of nothing to say.
"It seemed to begin that night 1 dined
with tbe Fraidea," she went on. "Mr.
Ft-11e talked so wisely and so kindly
about so many things. He recalled all
we had hoped for in you, and-and he
blamed me a little." She paused sisal
laid her eup aside. "Ile said that when
people have made what they call their
last effort they should always make just
one effort more. Ile promitsed thet if I
'mid once persuade you to take an in-
terest in your work he would do the
rest: He said ull that and si thousand
other kinder things, and 1 sat and lis-
tened. But all the time I thought of
nothing but their uselessness. Before
I left I promised to doom best, but my
thought was still the same. It was
stropger than ever when I forced my-
self to come up here"- She MUSe41
again and glanced at Loder's averted
heed. "But I came. and then, as if by
cenquering myself I hied compelled a
reward, you seemed, you scanellow
teemed different It tweeds reticules's.
I know." Her voice was half at:nutted,
half deprecating. "It wasn't a differ-
ence in your face, though I knew direct-
!". that you Were free from neriee."
Again she hesitated over the word. "It
wits a differeuee In yourself. In the
things you said, more than in the way
you said them." Once more she paused
auti laughed a little.
Loder's discomfort grew.
- "But it didn't affect me then." She
spoke more slowly. "I wouldn't admit
It then. And the next day when we
totted on the terrace I still refused to
admit It, though I felt It more strongly
than before. But I have watched you
since that day, and I know there is a
change. Mr. Frei& feels the same,
and Ise is never mistaken. I know It's
only nine or tee days, but I've hardly
seen you In the same mood for nese or
ten hours in the last three years." She
stopped, and the silence was impeeeelve.
It seemed to plead for confirmation of
her instinct.
Still levier could find no respenee.
After waiting for a moment she !min-
ed forwent in her chair and looked up
at him.
'John." she said. "Isl e going to last?
.Stitecel
want to risk s new disappointment.'
Loder felt the enrnestness of her Ease,
though hi; avoided Meeting It.
"I couldn't have saM this to you
week ago. but Wee 1 can. I don't
pretend tes explain Whe. The feeling ie
toe. tallejelleable. I 0517 kneip tha -
can say It now and that I couldn't a
week ago. Will you mfderstand-auti
answer?"
Still Loder remained mute. His posi-
tion was horribly ineongruous. What
coted he say? What dared be say?
Coriftused by his silence, Eve rose.
"If it's only a phase, don't try to hide
ft," she said. "But if ire going to last
-if by any paesibility it's going t3
last"-' She hesitated and looked up.
She as quite close to him. He n-ould
have been less than man had be been
unconscious of the subtle contact of her
glance, the nearness of her presence,
tind noeue had ever hinted that man-
hood was la( king in him. It was a tuo-
tnent of temptation. His own energy,
his own intentions, seemed $441 Dean
Chilcote anti Chileote's claims so dis-
tant and unreal. After all, his life, his
ambitions, his determinations, were his
own. He lifted his eyes and looked at
her. •
"You want me to tell son that I will
goon?" he said.
Her eyes brightened. She took a
step forward. -Yes," she said; "I want
It more than anything in the world."
There was a wait. The declaration
that would satisfy her came to Isoder's
lips, but he delayed it. The delay was
fateful. While he stood silent the door
opened, and the servant who had
brought in the tea reappeared.
He crossed the room and handed Lo-
(ler a telegram. "Any answer, eir?" he
said.
Eve moved back to her chair. There
was a Bush on her cheeks, and her eyes
were still alertly bright.
Loder tore the telegram open, read
It, then threw it into the fire.
"No answer!" he said
At the brusqueness of his voice Eve
looked up. "Disagreeable uews?" she
said as the servant departed.
He didn't look at her. He was watch-
ing the telegram withering In the cen-
ter of the fire.
"No," he said at last in a strained
"No: only news that I-that I
had forgotteu to expect."
(To be (matIno.e13.)
DON"!' eater IT ORE
Until tomorrow what you can do today.
It you are suffering from a torpid liver
or constipation don't wait until tomor-
row to get help. Buy a bottle of Herb-
his and get that liver working right.
_Pew:aptness -about health saves many
sick spells. Mrs. Ida Gresham, Point,
Tex.. writes:, "I used Herbine in my
family for six years and find it does
all It claims to do."
Sold by all druggists.
Weide of eloney.
Pa Smith threw down the newspa-
per in disgust.
"It's shameful," he exclaimed. "the
way these 'ere colleges waste money
on furnieure! Here's an account of
somebody giving Han/teed $200,e4a0
for a new civair.' —.Judge.
.4 STITCH IN TIMIld
Will save nine. Sto will a bottle of
Ballard's Horehound Syrup always kept
on hand Save many a srell of sickness.
A sure cure for Coughs, Colds. Bron-
chitis and Whooping Cough. Hrs.
Hot Springs. Ark., writes: "I keep a
bottle of Ballard's I'orehound Syrup in
miemedicine chest, and thank my fore-
thought many times. It has prevented
many severe spells of sickness."
Sold by all druggists.
Call 'Ens an Iwseeles Triangle.
The cure for nrotamity—reformers
and educators please make a note—
is merely wit enough to hanele your
words so that swearing will seem
like baby talk in comparison.—Con-
cord Patriot.
A NAPPY
should be sunshine In the (house, and
will be If you give It White's Creeps
Vermlfugc, the best *terns medivine
offered to suffering humanity. This
remedy la becoming the-permanent fix-
Mire of pit households. A mother with
children iiiti`t get along without a bot-
UP 0/ White's Cream Vermifuge in the
house.
.14old by all druggists.
Tee Man who makes only peony
contr:buttioos Is Issue/4 a cheerfell
giver.
If the photographer took people
for what they are worth he would
take wise people for nothing.
LEMON
LOTION
An ideal combination of
horacic acid, glycerine, car-
bolic acid and lemon juice.
Guaranteed to core chapped
hands, roughness of the skin,
ote.






Representatives in 222 Con-
gressional Districts
Free eisnoury of House 'Filet 'muses
Members to Promote one An-
other's .ttnbitions.
NO ONE INJURED BY SESSION
Chicago, Feb. 13.—A special to
the Chicag/Tribune from Washing-
ton today says:
There is now left of the session
practically only three weeks, and it
is a remarkable thing from a politi-
cal point of view that almost noth-
ing at ahl has come up in this con-
gress which has helped or hurt either
of the two great parties.
By the time the next congress is
fairly under way the seleetion of del-
egates to the two national conven-
tions* will be begun. It was sup-
posed, also that in this congress some
thing would develop which would
affect materially the chances of one
or more of the republican candidates
for the presidency. Speaker Cannon,
who is in this category, presided over
the sessions of the house. and Vice
President Fairbanks, who also is an
active candidate for the presidency,
sat in the elevated chair during the
sessions of the senate. Senator For-
aker his been in the lime light from
the beginning of the short session, on
account of his attitude in the Browns
vine matter. _
There were, therefore, three prom-
inent candidates for the presidency
who were right in the public eye at
the same time at the capitol, and yet
the net result of the legislative 'work
of the winter has been such that no
man can claine_any. benefit, and no
one has been injured seriously by it.
There has been no clash between con-
gress and the executive sufficient to
Involve any of the cabinet officers,
and Taft, Roof and Shaw are as
strong with the people collectively
and individually as they ever were.
Apparently the adjournment will
come on March 4 with the personal
issues of the next campaign still in
the future.
Is "Uncle Joe" a Candidate?
Oise of the question which are
most frequently asked and not always
answered- is whether Uncle Joe Can-
non speaker of the house, is an as-
tive candidate for the presidency.
Possibly his nearest friends might
deny that he has any roal ambition in
this direction, and they would poleit
to the fact' that his age is so much
against him that the people in the
long run would be more likely to
turn to a younger man. The speaker
already is more than three score
years and t,en. but he is as full of life
and energy as the youngest member
of the house, and although he might
not make good presidential timber
Pecap a purely statistical point of
view, he is more than likely to out-
live some of the men who are many
years his senior. The interesting
thing about Uncle Joe is whether he
is real'v an active candidate or not,
that he has at his dieposal today a
better personal machine than any of
the others who have been mentioned
as possible successors c.f Theodore
Roosevelt.
There ie a free masonry about the
house of representatives as there is
about the senafe which induces its
members to promote the interests of
one of their number at the expense
of the other and outside people. This
la nothing new. It has been the his-
tory of American politics that a mem-
ber of either brench of congress could
depend upon hie colleagues for a
large 'amount of support, on exactly
he same principal that an army man
would support an old soldier or.
Methodist might forget his political
affiliations to stand by a recognized
champion of his 0W11 fajtb.
Speaker's Well Oiled Machine.
Other people may have their ma-
chines siufficiently eonstrueted and
arefully oiled, but the speaker of
the hottse of representatives has be-
Ind him a majority Of the house.
Tills Means a good deal more then
time people might Imagine, In the
ext house there will he 222 republi-
can -representatives. They come from
222 different congressional districts,
scattered all over the rarirthern etates
frotn the At lantitetei the Pacific. Every
one of these men are More or it's'
dependent upon the speaker _of Itn
house for peewee!' and Pence Pee
ferment. Atmore every one of then,
has a bil or a sect:on of some meets
ure In which he sect bit eommuni, e I
ere pentenally letereeted. Appropri-
tvtions for rivets. and II -11410r me etib
dee temp s, AI enteeet tire It. he
hiiii3Use3e-ettiet el- letielett1141
by any Intel tug repivrehifatAdy.
rat of 814, throtigh the personal ite-
giletialem he me% create neon the
eritliket of Inc bowie. It would be
only nettirel, therefore, tee (he re.. peek Binding.
weite)ers tv take *Mos Withl and Library
the speaker, if he should be an open
canlidate for the presidency, because
in that way they would further their
own pent:cal intereate.
ASH WEDNESDAY
HOW ISFAill N I NG OF LENTEN
SEASole IS FOUND.
History and Observance of Forty
Days Fasting—Of What It Is
Emblematic.
Many pet:nee ask how Ash Wednes-
day is fixed.
Since the establish maul of the
Cate:tolic church, n ueteen cent u ri ye
ago, Ash Wedoweey is fixed forte
days before Easter, and Easter its al-
ways the first Sunday following the
full moon that comes immediately at-
ter the vernal equinox.
This year the full moon appegers
March 29, and the Sunday following,
March 31, the Ohrittians of all creeds
celebrate as the anneversary of th.,
resurereece of the Savior.
The time intervening between As;
Wednesday and Easter Sunday :e
called, Lent and tredition has it that
It is so called because in early days
of Chrestianity the nest and -abstin-
ence was mere rigoreus than in mod-
ern times, and the faithful liend on
a vegetable called. lentil.
Every day in Lent, except Sunday.
ig a fat day, and even on Sundaes
the Cathoee uleureh forbids its chil-
dren to eat fish and flesh inea. at the
same meal,
Every Wednet3day and Friday in
Lent are (Leos cif abstinence from
meat, and the second and last Satin -
day in Lent are also deys of abstin-
ent*.
Lent is a Gine of penitence, of fast-
ing and prayer commemoratere of the
4.0 days that the Saseor fasted in te2
desert beeore He beg-an tile ,puleh
career as a teacher of ruetikind.
BAILEY'S WORD IS DISPUTED.
Texas Congressman Contradicts State
ntentet Made by Senator,
Austin, Tex., Feb. le.—(•oneeess-
man R. L. Henry, of Waco, at today's,
session of the Bailey legislative in-
vestigating corn mitt ee contradicted lii
several, points Senator Bailey's pub-
lic statement covering the part he
took in the cempromisect the toenail.;
suits 'against the Waters-Pierce Oil
.contheiny at Waco. Henry said he
told Bailey he was positive the We-
ters-Pierce company was controlled
by the Standard 01: company, but
Henley said H. Clay Pierce had told
him it was not so, and the senater
.reired whoily on Pierce's word. flee-
ry Raid the senator told him later
that Pierce wanted to throw up his
hands and reorganize the Water:-
Pierce company so it could Ito busi-
ness lo Tesess according to -.aye
EVICN FROM THE MOUNTAINS
Baliarli's Snow Liniment is praised for
the good it (Inca A ewe cure for
Rheumatism and all paling. Wright
W. Loving, Grand Junction. Col..
writes: "I used Ballard•s Snow Lini-
ment last winter for Rheumatism and
can recommend it us the best Liniment
on the market. I thought at the time
I was taken down with this' trouble
that it would beg. week before I cotild
get about, but on applying your Lini-
ment several times during the night
I was about in 48 hours and well in
three daye."
Sold by all druggists.
The man who is always riget is
always a nuisanee.
NEW SUBSCRIBERS.
List of new subscribers added b)
the Ease, Tennessee Telephone
pany today;
1667--leriednian, Juke
dence, 419 North Seventh.











We have in tb• etty over 3,000 sub.
Scribers or five times as many as the
Independent company; outside the
city and within the county we have
62 times as many subscribers as the
Ind .pendent compairy. Yet It will
place a telephone In your residence
at the same rate the independent comp,
pany is supposed to charge, and pro-
vide In addition, long distance facie
tee Which will enable you to react
fully fifty million people from your
home.
Dandelion
etturanterel Under Food and Drug Ave June 30, 1000, Serial No, 3.117
A stmilx itEllEpy FOR LIVER TRA)UBLES AND BILOUSNEeti
The liver is a wonderful organ, always at work filtering, purifying and
manufacturing ingredients necessary to ilfe. It is the central laboratory
of the body. It lays the part of a natural poison antidote. Toe polsoa
contained 'Ream decumpoeing food and waste of the bolt- are arrested by it
and rendered harmless. The liver is the seat of manufacture of bile, a
fluid that keeps sweet the intestine and aids to digest food. Healthy bile
is an antiseptic and when deficient or absent the contents of the bowels be
come putrid and full of poisonous matter. You can always keep your Ihe -
er in a healthy condition by using Dr Edwards Comp, Dandelion Tablets
or Pills. They act directly upon theliver and produce a healthy f:ow of
bile.
BOTH TABLETS AND PILLS SOLDIIY ALL DRUGGISTS. PRICE 27.1c
Trial package at W. B. MePheryeetk.. Druiegist. 
Sales Agents I. A. & D. Co.. Wellsville. N. Y.




We have a Gas light that rivals the sun in bril-
liancy. That's the
Inverted Lamp
Ever seen it? For economy and
beauty it cannot be surpassed.
artistic
he  
Paducah Light Power Co. •
Piles Are Caused
--by Some Physics
Physics--usually salts, tablets and pills—cause
piles more often than any other one cause. Such
remedies produce griping, which is the direct cause
of piles.
A proper physic will not cause griping, hut will
produce an easy and satisfying bowel action.
Dr.Galdwela Sgrupignin
instead of weakening the intestinal
organs, as nearly all other physics do,
gives them such strength that they
are able to voluntarily perform their
functions. In cases of constipation,
indigestion, dyspepsia, weak stomach,'
and all other bowel and stomach dis-
orders, Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin
gives immediate and permanent relief.
All druggists sell Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
Pepsin at so cents and i.00 a bottle.
Free sample bottle will be sent upon
request to those who have never tried it.
Your mono,. back Cr it dom't benefit wow.
Pepsin Syrup Co. - Monticello, Ill.
A Wonderful Country.
An Irish contracter In San Fran-
cisco sent to Ireland for his father
to join him. The journey was a
great event to the old man, who
had lived in rural ellsiricts all his
life, and he reached San Francisco
much excited.
After several days of sightseeing.
his son resumed his business, and




"The Presidio, father is the govern
meat reeervatIon for thesoldiers, a
fine bit of a park, and you'll enjoy
yourself."
At the eV of a strenuous day the
old mateettood geeing at the big
buildings, comparing them with the
. ttait71 huts of his home. Seeing a
-‘,Irlite- res.-. he tapped hint on the
the Presidio?" asked
shoulder.
'Me bye. phwat's that str:ng of
houses forninst us?"-
"Why, those are the officers' quart-
ere,"
"And that one 14-7.1h the leg smoke-
stack?" •
"That's the cook shanty."
"Shanty, is it? Well 'tis a great
country! "les palaces teey're using."
The young man offered to show
him the -new gymnasium. On the
way, the sundown gun was discharg-
ed just as they paesea. Tne old man,
much startled, aught his compan-
ion's arm.
"Phwat's that now'!"
"Sundown.- replied his friend,
smiling.
"Sundown, Is it? Think of that.
now! Don't the sun go down with a
terrible hump in this country!"
February Lippincott's
Cs 3(() for runner information.
Oak Dale Hotel
Pireitekport, III.











Broadway, 36th and 37th Sts., Herald Square, New Ycrk
Wet Centrally Located Hotcl on
Broadway. Only ten minutcs walk
to 25 leading theatres. Completely
renovated ant transformed in every
e- department. Uperseriate en all re-
eee t Tr ne in h
r ea.fol I)rtung
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wietrr 1-0111 111001II.P.T. 
SWEENEY-TIERNEYBOTEL COMPANY








•Mr. Energetic: "Because I am too industrious
riently egotisical to bit contented."
"Why don't
Sues to Recover Valuable Land.
Mrs. Mettle B. Phillips, formerly
Mrs, M. L. Wilkerson, of this city,
has tiled two suits in Hopkinsville,
Ky., to seeure poseeesion of 448
ucres of farm land valued at $210,-
000, and a house and lot, claiming
that she was under age when she
signed the deeds, Mrs. Mary Eliza-
beth Williams hods the farm, and
John B. Trice the house and lot.
NOTICE.
REMOVAL OF MACCAREE)4.
Pulite"Th Tent No. 47 will here-
after hoticl telr regular reviews in
the old clislcr Fellows hal, corner
Fifth an Broadway. All Sir Knights
pleaso Itotice of the change.
JAMES WErI4LE, R. K.,
K. Q. T.*. Paducah, KY.
40- -."••••
Joeeph Chamberktin's health. is
now faltrly good, but it is said that
his lo,t4 of memory sill prevent him
from ever returning to public life.
HIS REASONS.
you cultivate a placid contended dispoid•
to be plied and not suffi-
When a man Mai for money it
is a sign his wife has more diollars
than sense.
Wisdom is ths fruit of experience
LEE LINE STEAIERS
Steamer GEORGIA LEE
leaves Cincinnati February 13
for St. Louis. Memphis, Vicki-
burg" and way landings, Pus
Paducah February 16
Steamer PETERS LEE
leaves Memphis for Louisville
and Cincinnati February 14.
Pass Paducah 16.
For passenger and freight
rates apply to




A good stove not only makes heat-but makes--
good use of it.
Waste heat, in a Bu'ck's steel range, is reduced
to a minimum -it is all directed where it is needed-
and made use of.
Note the hcat insulation of this oven door-first,
a thickness of white glass enamel-second, a thick-
ness of gray iron-third, a large air space-fourth,
a thickness of steel-all to keep the heated air in the
oven-where it ,belonge.
This is simply one of the many advantages you
will enjoy when you own a Buck's stove. Why not
make that "when" now? Let us show you the
stoves-and tell you of our attractive items and.
prices-today.
A dollar down and a dollar a week will buy one





THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.
'STIFLING SMOKE
GREETS MOTHER
As She Gropes Her 1N ay to
Baby's Carriage
Mrs. Ed Wheeler Rescues Infant
Just in Time and Extinguishes
Blase.
CARPET COMPLETELY RUINED
The strangling cough of her 18-
months-old sop, Harry Wheeler, at-
tracted Mrs. Edward Wheeler into
her sitting room to find the child
nearly suffocated by smoke, the
heavy carpet afire and the floor blaz-
ing about the infant's carriage. Her
rare presence of mind saved the in-
fant from' death and the house from
being seriouay damaged, if not de-
stroyed by fire yeeterday• afternoon
between 5 and 6 o'clock.
Mrs. Wheeler resides at 727
South Thirteenth etreet and is the
wife of Mr. Ed Wheeler, the popular
ftreman of the Illinois Central tin
and pipe fitting shops. She was pre-
paring sapper, her baby sleeping
snugly in Ills carriage in the sitting
room.
Great volumes of stifling
greeted Mrs. Wheeler as she entered
Chattanoogathe room. Mrs. Wheeler picked up
Cincinnatithe child and depositing him in the
kitchen she dashed water into hie 
t:.'.lorence 
.-128relle
fate and then turned her attention to
CONVALESCENTS
NEED VINOL
Per it Badness Recovery by Creating
Strength.
Our local druggist, W. B. McPher-
son, says: "There is just one thing
the mettec with a persod ,Who has
been sick-that is, vreaxness.
"To all such people in Pirducali we
recommend our deacious cod liver
oil preparation, Vino', as the very
best strength creator for convales-
cents we have ever sod in our
store. ‘-
"Vinol strengthens the digestive
organs, creates an appetite, promotes
sound sleep, makes rich, red blood,
and builds up a depleted system to
health and vigor.
"This is because Vino] contains in
a highly concentrated form all of
the medicinal and strerigth creating
elements of cod liver oil, actually ta-
ken from fresh cods' livers, with the
useless, nauseating oil eliminated
and tonic iron added.
"We return money to those who
buy Vince and receive no benefit."
W. B. McPherson, Druggist.
Note-While we are sole agents
for \Inca in Padueah, it is now for
sale at the leading drug store in
nearly every town and city in the





A few buckets of water were suf-
ficient to extingulsb the blaze. It had
:tarted from a spark from the grate.
The handsome carpet was badly
burned for several feet and the floor
was damaged.
BANK ROBBERS ANGRY
BECAUSE SAFE IS LOCKED.
s Napoleon, Ted., Feb. 13.-Zdaeked
men entered the .home of Caliber
Woerner !eta evening with drawn re-
volvens and marched him to the bank,
where they demanded that he open
the safe, which was sent to open this
,morning. Angry because the safe
could not be opened the robbeor beat
Woerner about the head, left him
uncorracious on the floor and pre-





and ran out and
Thie robbers es-
TO WEARERS OF DUNLAP HATS.
Saturday. February 16th, will be
Dunlap Hat Day at Wellies. MI the
new and exclusive Dunlap blocks fur
spring will be on tesplay.
FOR 8.41..LE--41:0' nage of 4 rooms
and receprilon hat. Three other,
rooms eau be constructed In ti story.
Situated on lot 40x 170. good neigh-
borhood in Nlechanicsburg. 81.200.




If you need Drugs. anything
in the Toilet Line, a prescription
filled promptly and correctly, or
anything in the Patent or Pro-
prietary Medicine Line, tele-
phone S. Hi Winstead, the Drug-
gist. either phone 756. Seventh
and Broadway. Here are a few
things which he does well:
He trim to merit your trade.
He handleA only the best
goods.
He gives prompt attention to
telephone orders.
He delivers goods promptly.
Tie makes a specialty at his
Prescription Department.
He employs none but licensed
prescription clerks.
He treats you as he would
have you treat him.
He extends every courtesy to
each customer.
He appreciates your trade.
So don't forget, when you,
need anything in the Drug or
Druggist Sundry Line, to tele-
phone 756 and see what prompt
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Mikado Must Show His Hand
in the Affair
Wiling to Settle School Trouble
Amicably Amured That the
Coolies Are Barred.
IS DEFERRED FOR FEW DAYS.
Washington, D. C., Feb. 13.-Ne-
gotiations for the settlement of the
Japanese queotion on, the Pacific
coast have progressed to the point
where the state department and the
Japanese embassy have irndertaken
cable exchanges between Washington
and Tokio. The object is to secure
from the emperor's government au
outline of the extent to which it is
wilHag to go in the-creation of a joint
reciprocal exclusion treaty.
-The California people are willing
to yield for the time being on the
sohool question, but they will not do
so unless they have some assurance
that this concession on their Part w$1:
be followed by the practical exolu-
sop of the Ja.4101e.
Mayor Schmitz and his associates
from an Francisco have been rea-
sonsible on the whole. They have
been greatly misrepresented in cer-
tain dispatches sent from here to San
Francisco. They have as yet sur-
 5 8 0 7 fall rendered nothing and will surrender
rlle  
• 
11.0 1.4 fall nothing which is of any consequent*
Louisville 7.8 0.2 fail but if, by admitting a few score Jap-




 12.0 0.2 fall for a few years, they _cap secure thePittsburg  3.3 0.4 MI •immediate exclusion of all JapaneseDavis Island Dam-Missing, coolies they, are quite waling to goSt Louis  9.0 1.0 rim before their people on such a basis'Mt. Ve r no n in g of compromise. They have not beenPaducah  23.1 1.9 tali willing to let the Japanese back into
the echoole, and have the exclusion
All the boats are busy now and question remain openegatil next win-freight movements are fine for the ter,
time of the year. The river is falling' Japan Must Show Hand.rapidly for this point and may soon To secure some positive assurancesget too low, but it is probable thatifrom the Japanese government directrains will bring It up until the sprint, the oats:es Were set at work last nightrim catches it, then for another high land within a few days it is likely thestage. The gahrge this morning regis-i,preeident will be informed fully as totered a stage of 23.1. a fa:I of 1.9' in the general terms oh the treaty the24 hours. 
Tokio government would be ready toMonday morning one of the rous- sags.
ters on the Bintorff took a shot at Meanwhile the Ca:Ifornia cchoolHugh Thompson the second mate, authorities will remain here for abut missed hidi. Thompson picked up fete daya. When the communicationsa cher and 1ri1 ttai lettietd, pist61 and with Japan are completed the presi-all off the Witt and nothing 'has
been heard orthe rooster since.
A few planes were found bad in
the Royal and that steamer was sent
to the dry docks for repairs by In-
spectors Green and St. John yester-
day. Fortunate?). the dry docks had
an opening and the repairs wilt be
made immediately. The Golconda
and Paducah trade handled by the
Royal will be taken care of by the
Fowler line.
The Jam T. Duffy was inspected
yesterday.
Louis Connor, bead clerk on the
Buttorff, arrived from Louisville this
morning by rail to meet the boat. He
has been visiting sick relatives in
The Buttorff arrived and departed
before noon today from Clarksville
and for Nashville.
Kennedy Sherman, third clerk on
the Memphis, has resigned to take a
similar position on the Peters Les in
the Cincinnati-Mem-ph-ix torde.
The Reaper with 12 empty coal
barges passed up from Cairo last
night for Pittshurg.
Henry 'Kopf, third Clerk an the
Dick Fowler; will go on the Joe Fow-
ler in the same position.
The Monte Bauer was due today
front the Cumterlaed river with a
tow of ties.
• The Nellie came up from Metrop-
olis after a tow of logs totlayr.-
The Charles Turner Is not losing
any time after getting off the dry
docks and left today for the Tennes-
see river after ties.
The Mar) Michael will tow lofts
for the Ferguson and Palmer mills.
Jim Mills, second engineer on the
Memphis, has resigned.
The City of Memphis will clear for
the Tennessee river this evening at 6
o'clock.
Toe John Hopkins arrived on
time from Evansville today and got
away with a good trip for the same
paint.
Today or tomorrow. the Peter";
Lee will leave Memphis for Cincin-
nati, arriving betv. Saturday. The
Georgia Lee should pass down ford
Memphis the same day.
The Dick Fowler go( away for
Cairo on time this morning.
(Metal Forecasts.
The Oh!o at Evansville and Mt.Ver-
non, will fall quite rapidly during
the next two days. At Paducah and
Cairo„ will continue falling rapidly
during the next two days.
The Tennessee from Florence to
tho mouth 11:1fl1/Vot1esisrlai5felt--.
The ellsesaippi at _Cheeteer, will
Hite tonight. From Cape Girardeau to,
Ceiro, wilt continue failing duel'sI
the next It to '94. helm.
dent wilt' call. them tr.). the white
house again, and then the Japanese
question will be disposed of finally.
Endorsed by the County.
"The most popular remedy in
Otsego County, and the best freind
of my family," writes Wm. M. Dietz,
editor and 'publisher of the Otsego
Jourhal, Githertsville, N. Y., "is Dr.
Kings New Discovery, It has proven
to be an infallible cure for coughs
and colds,liaking short work of ''the
worst of them. We always keep a
bottle in the house. I believe it to
be the moist valuable prescription
known for Lung and Throat diseas-
es." Guarteed to never disappoint
the taker, by all druggists. Price
50c and $1.00. Total bottle free.
The Orator-I. believe that the
great body of American people ars
gentlemen.
--Voice in the Rear-You're wrong.
The last census stiows that over half








A noticeable feature of
HI-LO biscuit is their
smoothness. No coarse
air-holes, no harsh and
crumbly crust-always
delicious and appetizing.
They are an aid to diges-
tion, and a delight to the
stomach.
1111-00 la equally !mad
In ALL. other baking
This excellent product.
protected in moist-proof
tins, conforms with all
pure food laws, state
and national. An honest
price-- a dime a pound.
r grocer'8.




We Must Have This Vacant
Lot by Saturday
ONE of our clients has instructed us tosecure for him immediately a lot 20
to 24 feet front by 165 feet depth to an
alley.
It must he located not further west
than Eleventh street on Broadway or not
further west than Ninth street on Ken-
tucky avenue.
If you have a lot which answers this
description, and at tilt right price, we can
close the deal by Saturday.
Act quick. Phone 127.
H. C. HOLLINS
Real Estate
Telephone 127. Trueheart Bldg.
...mmonsmommow 
DEATHS OF A DAY
J. Everitt Wallace.
J. Everitt Wallace, 58 years odd,
died of pneumonia at his home in
Sharpe, Marshal county, yeeterdaY
morning at 11 o'clock after , a two
weeks' illness. He was a farmer of
much prominence in Marshall county
and was well known in Paducah
where he often came. He leaves a
wife. The funeral will be held this
afternoon. The burial will be In
Salyer cemetery.
Miss Lida Payne,
Georgetown, Ky., Feb. 13.-Mists
Lida Payne died yesterday at the age
of 54. She was one of Georgetown's
most popular citizens. She is, Dur-
k:Feed 'by her bielthOiS John F. Patie,
Reading, Pa., and two sisters, Mrs,
-
Junius Oaldweil. -Louisville, and
MTS. J. Comisbeit Central, George-
town.
Mee Payee was a niece of the late
Mrs, Anneeie Thornberry meNairr. of
Paducaih, end has visited her atoll
here. She is a cousin of Mrs. James
E. English. Mrs. Fred Rudy and 'hire
Lillie Bron.augh, of this city.
James Wilson's Infant.
The infant of Mr. and Mrs. James
Arneson, of Broad street, died yester-
day of complication and was hurled
in the afternoon at Clark's river vein.
etery.
Few men want to die. In fact, it's
about the last thing a man wants
to do.






For the remainder of this week, we
have decided to continue the Special
Sale of all our $5, $6, $,7 and $8 -
Chil
,
dren's Suits, all styles $
6
98and sizes, for - - - - 2. 
Shirt Special for
Tomorrow---25c
Thursday we will offer all that re-
mains of the Manhattan and Emery
stiff bosom shirts which were in the
59c special sale lot last week 25
for - -
The patterns are neat and refined
and we have a complete run of sizes
from 14 to 19.
Please bear in mind that this lasts
but one day---Thursday.
400- as amminep
ott
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